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Enable your site for the future of clinical trials
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Help by SiteVault System Role
Select your SiteVault system role to view help tailored for you

Site Administrator

Site Staff

Monitor, CRA, Auditor

Help for Research Organization Administrators
and Site Administrators. Learn how to manage
SiteVault users, documents, and information
for your research organization or site.

Help for nonadministrative research staff. For
your assigned studies, learn how to work with
documents, create study participants, and
send participants Veeva eConsent documents.

Help for monitors, CRAs, and auditors. Learn
how to view information and review documents
for studies to which you're assigned.

Comprehensive Support for All Your SiteVault Needs
Select a card below to learn how Veeva is supporting you and your research team





Site Support Team

Site Success Team

Contact support to get answers on how-to questions, troubleshoot
technical issues, or navigate SiteVault.

Work with an expert to learn how SiteVault can help you meet your
goals.

When to contact the Site Support team:

When to contact the Site Success team:

Getting set up in SiteVault Free, for example, USN assingment or
creation of a site and first Site Administrator user

Helping you get the most value out of SiteVault Free
Determining SiteVault Free best practices

Troubleshooting login issues or system error messages
Answering how-to questions about SiteVault Free functionality

Breaking down barriers that prevent you from making SiteVault
Free your primary eISF

Helping you navigate SiteVault Free to find what you’re looking for

Providing education and awareness of existing and upcoming
features
Connecting you with other sites to facilitate community

First Steps and Helpful Resources
Select resources to help you get started fast with SiteVault

Sites - Getting Started Checklist

Monitors - Getting Started Checklist

SiteVault Document Type Reference Spreadsheet

Overview of Veeva eConsent

Overview of Digital Delegation

Frequently Asked Questions
Find answers to some of SiteVault's most frequently asked questions

What is a SiteVault Universal Site Number (USN) and where do I find it for my research site?

The USN is a unique number for your site that is assigned by Veeva after your SiteVault signup is approved. It can be
used by sponsors or CROs to connect to your SiteVault to exchange documents and information on Connected Studies.
To find your USN, navigate to the Profiles > Sites tab and open the record for your site (by selecting it). The USN is
displayed in the USN field in the Details section.
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Overview of SiteVault
SiteVault Free supports the requirements for investigators to maintain their own regulatory documents, otherwise known as the regulatory binder or Investigator Site File
(ISF). It provides all standard features you’d hope to see in an eRegulatory solution. The video below provides a high-level overview of SiteVault Free, including some key
concepts that are important to know when getting started.

Introduction to Veeva SiteVault Free
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Click here to view a getting started checklist for sites.
Click here to view a getting started checklist for monitors.
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Overview of System Roles and Add-on Permissions
Learn about the system roles and add-on permissions for SiteVault users.

On This Page
Overview
System Roles
Add-on Permissions
About Your Context in SiteVault

Overview
SiteVault system roles and add-on permissions define the levels of access that users at your research organization or site have to the system. The system roles define
what documents and information a user can access and manage. The add-ons provide flexibility to extend additional permissions to a user’s system role to serve the
unique needs of your research organization or site.
Research Organization Administrators and Site Administrators can create users and manage each user’s system roles and add-ons. See the Managing Users page for
more information.
The system roles and add-ons are based on how information is structured in SiteVault, where documents and data can exist at the level of the research organization, site,
or study.

System Roles
Every user in SiteVault must be assigned a system role at the research organization level and at least one site. The following system roles are available:

LEVEL

SYSTEM ROLE

DESCRIPTION

Research

Research Organization

Provides full access to all data and functionality in SiteVault. Users with this system role can create and manage user accounts for the entire

Organization

Administrator

research organization (across multiple sites, if applicable).

Research Organization

The basic system role for all nonadministrative research staff. Provides view-only access to research organization-level information.

Staff
Research Organization

The basic system role for monitors, CRAs, or auditors. Provides no access to any research organization-level data and documents.

External
Site

Site Administrator

Users with this system role can view and manage all information and documents, adjust settings, and add new users at the site level.

Site Staff

The basic system role for all nonadministrative research staff. Users with this system role can create documents, manage study participants,
and send eConsent documents for their assigned studies.

Site External

Provides read-only access to SiteVault. The user can be added to Study records to view limited study-level documents and data.

No Access

Removes a user’s access to the site.

Add-on Permissions
In addition, one or more additional permissions can be added to the Research Organization Staff and Site Staff system roles to extend a user’s access to certain data and
documents:

SYSTEM ROLE

ADD-ON PERMISSION

DESCRIPTION

Research Organization

Patients & Recruiting

Adds the ability to create and manage Patient profiles across the research organization and its sites.

All Studies Budgets &

Adds the ability to view all studies and manage all legal and financial documents for the site.

Staff
Site Staff

Contracts
All Studies Patients &

Adds the ability to view all studies and fully manage all Patient profiles and Participant study records.

Recruiting
Site Profiles

Adds the ability to create and manage site-specific profile information for staff, organizations (such as IRB/IECs or sponsors),
and products.

About Your Context in SiteVault
For Research Organization Administrator users and users with access to more than one site, the value selected in the vault selector determines the documents and data
that can be accessed. See the Using the Vault Selector section of the Navigating SiteVault page for more information.

Overview of SiteVault
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Account
Learn how to log in and out of SiteVault.

On This Page
Logging In to SiteVault the First Time
Logging In
Logging Out

Logging in and Resetting your Password
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Share
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Logging In to SiteVault the First Time
You can use the link in your welcome email to set your password and log in to SiteVault for the first time. Complete the following steps to set your password:
1. In the email you received, select the Click here to change your password link. A Change Password page is opened in your browser window.
2. If you want to review the Veeva privacy policy, select the Privacy Policy link.
3. Enter a password in the New Password field. The password must be at least eight characters and include at least one number and one uppercase letter.
4. Reenter your password in the Re-enter New Password field.
5. Select Continue. The Home tab of SiteVault is displayed.

Logging In
You can find your username in your welcome email. If you’ve forgotten your username or password, you can select the Having trouble logging in? link.
Complete the following steps to log in to SiteVault:
1. Either select access SiteVault here in your welcome email or go to login.veevavault.com in your web browser.
2. Enter your username in the User Name field. Ensure that you include the at sign (@) and domain in your username, such as firstname.lastname@sitevault.com.
3. Select Continue.
4. Enter your password in the Password field, then select Log In. The Home tab of SiteVault is displayed.

Logging Out
To log out of SiteVault, select your name in the upper-right corner of SiteVault, then select Log Out.

Overview of System Roles and Add-on Permissions

Managing Your Profile
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Managing Your Profile
Learn how manage your user profile.

On This Page
Changing Your Password
Updating Your Profile Picture
Updating Your Profile Information

Your User Profile page is where you can view and edit select aspects of your profile such as your name, notification and email preferences, and password. To view your
profile, select your name in the upper-right corner of SiteVault, then select User Profile.

Changing Your Password
To change your password, select the Change Password link in your user profile, enter your current password and new password, then select Confirm. Your password is
updated automatically.
SiteVault locks user accounts after five consecutive unsuccessful login attempts. If you need to reset your password, select Having trouble logging in? on the login
page, enter the email address associated with your SiteVault account, then select Continue. SiteVault emails you instructions for retrieving your user name and resetting
your password. Note that the password-reset link expires after 24 hours. You can repeat these steps if the link expires.

Updating Your Profile Picture
Your profile picture is visible to other users and appears in various places across all vaults to which you have access. Complete the following steps to add or update your
picture:
1. In your user profile, select the upload button (

) on your profile picture.

2. In the dialog, select Choose and select a picture from your computer. You can remove your profile picture by selecting the Use default image option.
3. Select OK.

Updating Your Profile Information
You can update or add profile information such as your name, company and contact information, location, time zone, and language. To do so, select Edit in your user
profile. Select Save when you’re finished.
If you want to set your preferred time zone, language, and locale, select new values from the lists in the General Information section. Note that if you update your
language, certain features of SiteVault such as the Help and Talk to Veeva tabs are not translated.
If you want to update your notification and email preferences, select or deselect the checkboxes in the Notification and Email Preferences section. If you select the Every
Occurrence check box, SiteVault sends you a notification or email for every event of that type; if you select the Summary check box, SiteVault groups events of that type
into a single daily notification and email digest.

Account

Navigating SiteVault
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Navigating SiteVault
Learn about the vault selector and tabs in SiteVault.

On This Page
Using the Vault Selector
Tabs

Using the Vault Selector
Important!

Always ensure that the correct context is selected in the vault selector to avoid uploading documents to the wrong site.

The vault selector enables you to navigate among your research organization and site or sites in SiteVault. The information and documents that you can access or
manage are determined by the context that’s selected.
Research Organization: With the research organization selected, you can view data and documents across all sites to which you have access as well as any
research organization-wide profile data such as organizations, products, patients, and responsibilities. For users who have research organization-level permissions,
you can also create and manage certain research organization-level information.
Site: With a site selected, you can view site-level data and documents only for the currently selected site. You also can view any research organization-wide data.
To select a site or research organization using the vault selector, select into the vault selector and select the site or research organization from the list.
The names of the research organization and sites that are displayed in the vault selector are their Display Names. If needed, a Research Organization Administrator or
Site Administrator user can update the Display Names to be most meaningful for your site staff and monitors.
See the About System Roles and Add-on Permissions page to learn more about system roles and add-on permissions for SiteVault users.

Managing Multiple Sites using the Vault…
Vault…

Watch later
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Tabs
Note

The tabs that are available to you are determined by your system role, any add-on permissions, and features enabled for your site.

You can use the tabs on the primary navigation bar to access different pages in SiteVault.

TAB

DESCRIPTION

Home

View notifications and any tasks (such as document approvals) that are available for you to complete.

Documents > eBinder

Find all approved and previously approved document versions for a study in a folder structure.

Documents > Library

Find any version of any document (including working, approved, and previously approved versions).

Documents > Source

Upload source documents.

Upload
Documents > Regulatory

View and complete requests for regulatory documents for a Connected Study.

Document Requests
Studies

Create new studies and review existing studies. A study must be listed here before you can create a document for that study. Under a study, add and track
study team members, monitors, partner organizations, and study products.

Profiles > Users

Add and manage users for your site, including adding external users such as a sponsor or contract research organization (CRO). Users listed here can be
used as metadata fields on documents and are available to be added as study team assignments to studies.

Profiles > Organizations

Lists all the organizations (sponsors, CROs, IRBs, labs, and so on) that your site works with on studies. Organizations listed here are used as metadata fields
on documents and are available to be added to studies.

Profiles > Products

Lists all the investigational products that your site is working with or has worked with on studies. Products listed here are used as metadata fields on
documents and are available to be added to studies.

Profiles > Sites

Manage your site’s information and settings.

Profiles > Patients

Create and manage Patient records for your site.

Profiles > Responsibilities

Create and manage Responsibility records for your research organization or site.

Reporting > Reports

Lists the reports available to organize and analyze your data and documents in SiteVault.

Reporting > Dashboards

Lists the dashboards that provide an at-a-glance understanding of your data and documents in SiteVault.

Reporting > Deleted

View the records and audit trails of deleted steady-state documents.

Document Records

Managing Your Profile

Searching SiteVault
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Searching SiteVault
On This Page
Searching Document Content
Indexing for Full-Text Search
Searchable Scanned Documents
Supported Formats for Text Extract

Full-text search enables you to find search term matches in the content of a document, whereas the standard search only locates matches in document fields. For
performance reasons, full-text search returns only the first 10,000 matching documents.

Searching Document Content

You can only use full-text search from the Advanced Search dialog box. Complete the following steps to include document content in searches:
1. Select Advanced Search (the binoculars icon) in the search bar to open the Advanced Search dialog box.
2. Select the Include Content checkbox in the Search Scope section.
3. Complete any remaining fields as needed, then select Search.

If SiteVault finds a match for your search terms in the document content, the search results page displays an excerpt from the document to provide context for the
matching term.

Indexing for Full-Text Search
SiteVault automatically indexes the full text for documents with supported source file formats to support full-text search. Document content is typically available for search
within minutes after upload, but in cases where SiteVault is uploading many documents simultaneously, there may be a delay. Indexing also occurs for document and
object attachments.

Searchable Scanned Documents
SiteVault can extract and index text in scanned source documents that users upload as images or .PDF files. This functionality, called Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) enables you to use full-text search on these documents. SiteVault only extracts typed, English-language text.

Supported Formats for Text Extract
OCR automatically attempts to extract text from files with the following supported formats:
.PDF (only if the .PDF does not already contain text)
Portable Network Graphics (.PNG)
Tagged Image File Format (.TIF and .TIFF)
.JPEG and .JPG
Graphics Interchange Format (.GIF)
Bitmap (.BMP)

Navigating SiteVault

Overview of Studies
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Overview of Studies
Learn about Study records in SiteVault.

Study records capture critical information about your site’s studies such as study team assignments, partner organizations, and investigational products. These Study
records are also associated with documents so that you can easily find study-related documents in the eBinder or by searching in the Library.
You can view the studies to which you have access in the Studies tab. To view the full record of an individual study, select the record from the list in the Study Identifier
column.
Site Staff users without an add-on permission can only view the studies to which they are assigned as study team members. Site Administrator users can view and
manage studies across the site, and Research Organization Administrator users can view and manage studies across their research organization. See the Managing
Studies page for more information.

Searching SiteVault

Managing Study Participants
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Managing Studies
Learn how to create and manage studies.

On This Page
Viewing Studies
Creating and Editing Studies
Managing the Study Lifecycle
Managing Study Assignments, Products, and Organizations
Study Team Assignments
Monitor & Auditor Assignments
Products
Partner Organizations
Study Assignments, Study Product, and Study Organization Lifecycles
Managing Study Participants
Deleting Studies

Viewing Studies
You can view the studies to which you have access in the Studies tab. To view the full record of an individual study, select the record from the list in the Study Identifier
column.
Site Staff users without an add-on permission can only view the studies to which they are assigned as study team members. Site Administrator users can view and
manage studies across the site that’s currently selected in the vault selector. Research Organization Administrator users can view and manage studies across their
research organization by selecting your research organization in the vault selector.

Creating and Editing Studies
Creating a Study
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Complete the following steps to create a study:
1. In the Studies tab, select Create.
2. Enter required and any additional information as needed, then select Save. The study record details page is displayed.
To edit a study (for example, to add a Sponsor), select Edit from the All Actions menu.
Once the study is created, you can add products, study team members, partner organizations, and monitor or auditor assignments. See the Managing Study
Assignments, Products, and Organizations section below for more information.

Managing the Study Lifecycle
A study lifecycle is a sequence of states (such as Initiating, Active, and so on) that a study can go through during its life. When you create a study, SiteVault automatically
sets the status of the study to Pre-award. The following figure defines and illustrates the sequence of states that are available for studies in SiteVault:

To change the state of a study, navigate to and open the record for the study, then select the appropriate lifecycle state (such as Change State to Active) from the
Workflow Actions menu.

Managing Study Assignments, Products, and Organizations
Assigning Study Team, Partner Organiz…
Organiz…
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Assigning site staff and monitors or auditors to studies grants them access to view study-related documents and, for Site Staff users, the ability to view the study. Adding
investigational products and partner organizations to the study enables you to associate Organization or Product Profile documents with a study.
To create a study assignment, product, or organization, expand the applicable section and select Create. Refer to the information in the subsections below for additional
considerations when creating study-specific data.
To edit a study assignment, product, or organization, open the record (by selecting it) and select Edit from the All Actions menu.
To delete a record, open the record and select Delete from the All Actions menu. Note that study team assignments and monitor or auditor assignments can only be
deleted in the Proposed state.

Study Team Assignments
For study team assignments, select a study role and user from the lists. Note that the user must already exist for your site. See the Managing Users page for more
information on creating users.
SiteVault creates the study team assignment in a Proposed state. To automatically file all of the user’s Profile documents to the study, update the status of the user’s
Study Assignment record to Active.
When you add a study team member with the role of Principal Investigator and change the state to Active, the Principal Investigator field on the study is automatically
updated to that PI. If you need to update the PI on the study, change the state of the study assignment for the current PI to Inactive, then add and activate the new PI.

Monitor & Auditor Assignments
For monitor or auditor study assignments, select a study role and user from the lists. Note that the user must already exist for your site. See the Managing Users page for
more information on creating users.
SiteVault creates the study team assignment in a Proposed state. If you want to restrict the user’s access to the study, you can change the state of the record to Active
then to Inactive. Note that this restricts the user’s access to this study only and not to any other studies to which the user might be assigned.

Products
For a study product, select a product role and the product from the lists. If the product doesn’t already exist, select Create Product from the Product list. See the
Managing Products page for more information on managing products for your research organization or site.

Partner Organizations
For a study organization, select a role and organization from the lists. If the organization doesn’t already exist, select Create Organization from the Organization list. See
the Managing Organizations page for more information on managing products for your research organization or site.
SiteVault creates the study organization in a Proposed state. To automatically file all of the organization’s Profile documents to the study, update the status of the Study
Organization record to Active.

Study Assignments, Study Product, and Study Organization Lifecycles
The following figure illustrates the sequence of stages that Study Assignment, Study Product, and Study Organization records can go through:

To change the state of one of these records, open the record (by selecting it) and select the appropriate action from the Workflow Actions menu (such as Change State
to Active).

Managing Study Participants
See the Managing Study Participants page to learn more about how to create and manage Participant records for your study.

Deleting Studies
Note

You can only delete studies that are in the Pre-award or Cancelled state. Moreover, the study cannot have any documents or child records such as Study

Assignments or Study Products.

To delete a study, select Delete from the study’s All Actions menu in the list view of studies or on the Study record detail page.

Related Help
Managing Study Responsibilities and Staff Delegations
Study eBinder
Managing Organizations
Managing Patients
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Managing Study Participants
Learn how to create and manage Participant records for your study.

On This Page
Creating Study Participants
Associating a Patient Profile with a Study Participant
Managing a Study Participant’s Status
Consenting a Study Participant Electronically
Creating Witnesses and Translators
Sharing Documents With Study Participants
Editing or Deleting a Study Participant

In SiteVault, a participant is a patient who is being screened for or participating in a study. All participants are patients, but not all patients are necessarily participants.

Creating Study Participants
Complete the following steps to create a study participant:
1. Navigate to and open the study for which you want to create a participant.
2. Expand the Participants (Subjects) section and select Create.
3. Enter the participant’s study-specific ID in the Study Participant ID field.
4. If you want to associate a patient with this participant, see the Associating a Patient Profile with a Study Participant section below.
5. Select Save.

Associating a Patient Profile with a Study Participant
You can associate a new or existing Patient profile with a new or existing study Participant record. While creating or editing a study participant, complete one of the
following steps depending on whether you want to associate an existing Patient profile or create a new one:
1. If you want to add an existing Patient profile, search for and select the profile in the Patient field. Tip: Select More Search Options (the binoculars button) in the
Patient field to open a dialog that enables you to search and filter the available profiles.
2. If you want to create a new Patient profile, select into the Patient field and select Create Patient. The Create Patient option is at the bottom of the list of patients.

Managing a Study Participant’s Status
The Participant lifecycle enables you to manage and track a participant’s status throughout the study. When you first create the Participant record, the initial status is
Candidate.
To change a participant’s status, select the appropriate state (such as Change State to Pre-Screening) from the Workflow Actions menu of the Participant record.
The figure below illustrates an express version of the sequence of states that are available for Participant records in SiteVault. Click View Full Lifecycle to view the full
sequence of states that are available for Participant records in SiteVault.
View Full Lifecycle

Consenting a Study Participant Electronically
See the Consenting Participants page for more information on electronically consenting participants into a study using Veeva eConsent and SiteVault.

Creating Witnesses and Translators
Creating a record for a witness or translator signatory enables you to capture these additional signatures on eConsent forms for a study participant. See the Consenting
Participants page for more information on consenting participants.
If you need to add a proxy or guardian signatory for a patient, see the Managing Patients page.
Complete the following steps to create a witness or translator for a participant:
1. Navigate to and open the record for the study participant.
2. Expand the Witnesses and Translators section and select Create.
3. Complete one of the following steps depending on whether you’re adding an existing signatory or creating a new one:
If you’re adding an existing signatory for a participant, search for and select the signatory in the Signatory field of the dialog box.
If you’re creating a new signatory, select into the Signatory field and select Create below the list of existing signatories. In the Create Signatory dialog box,
complete the required and any optional fields and select Save.

Note

If you’re creating a witness or translator to send an eConsent form for signature, ensure that you include a complete email address (for example,

witness@veeva.com) and a phone number that can receive SMS text messages. To enter a phone number, select the country from the list and enter the area
code and phone number. SiteVault automatically formats the number for you.

4. From the Role list in the Create Patient Signatory dialog box, select either Witness or Translator as appropriate.
5. Select Save.

Sharing Documents With Study Participants
You can share documents with study participants and their signatories through MyVeeva for Patients. The document types below are currently available to be shared.
The document must be in its steady state (Approved for Use). When shared, the document is available to all participants on the study through MyVeeva for Patients. The
documents are also available to any proxies or guardians.
Advertisement for Recruitment
Diary (blank)
Participant Information Sheet
Participant Materials - Other
Participant Questionnaire (blank)
Study Participation Card
To share a document, navigate to and open the document that you want to share, and select Share With Participants from the All Actions menu. The Shared With
Participants field on the document is updated to Yes.
If you upversion a shared document to a new steady-state version (such as 2.0), the new version automatically replaces the old version for all current recipients in
MyVeeva for Patients.
If you need to stop sharing a document, select Stop Sharing With Participants from the document’s All Actions menu. The Shared With Participants field on the
document is updated to No, and the document is no longer available on the Documents page for users in MyVeeva for Patients.
Note that if you change the state of a shared document to Superseded, the document is not automatically removed from MyVeeva for Patients. To retract the document,
use the Stop Sharing With Participants action.

Editing or Deleting a Study Participant
If you want to edit a participant’s information such as the Study Participant ID, select Edit on the Participant record detail page.
To delete a Participant record, select Delete from the All Actions menu. Note that only Research Organization Administrator or Site Administrator users or users with the
All Studies Patients & Recruiting add-on can delete a Participant record. Moreover, the record cannot be associated with any study documents.

Overview of Studies

Managing Patients
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Managing Users, System Roles, and Add-on Permissions
Learn how to create users and manage their system roles and add-on permissions.

On This Page
Viewing Users
Creating Users
Editing User Profile Information
Adding a User to an Additional Site
Editing a User’s Research Organization-Level Permissions
Editing a User’s Site-Level Permissions
Removing a User’s Access to a Site
Deactivating a User for a Site

Viewing Users
You can view users for your site or research organization in the Profiles > Users tab. For Research Organization Administrators, all users across all sites are displayed
regardless of whether your research organization or a site is selected in the vault selector.
To view a single user’s information and active study assignments (if available), select the user from the list to open their User record.

Creating Users
Adding a New User
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When you create a new SiteVault user for your site, you can choose from a set of system roles and, if needed, additional add-on permissions. See the About System
Roles and Add-on Permissions page to learn more about what levels of access these roles and permissions provide.
Research Organization Administrator users can add users to one or more sites at a time when the research organization is selected in the vault selector. Site
Administrators can only add users to their currently selected site.
Complete the following steps to create a new user or add an existing Vault user to SiteVault:
1. Navigate to the Profiles > Users tab and select Create. The Create User page is displayed.
2. Enter the email address of the user you want to add, then select Check Email. SiteVault checks whether the email account is associated with an existing Veeva Vault
user account.
3. If a user account already exists, complete one of the following actions:
Vault User Account Exists: A green checkmark is displayed if only one existing Vault user account is found. Continue to Step 6. (If you don’t want to add the
user to your site using the existing user account, select Click Here and continue to Step 5.)
Multiple Vault User Accounts Exist: SiteVault displays an orange exclamation point if multiple user accounts already exist along with the user accounts. Select
the appropriate user account (contact the person if you’re unsure which user account to select). Continue to Step 6. (If you don’t want to add the user to your site
using the existing user account, select Click Here and continue to Step 5.)
4. If an account doesn’t already exist (or if you chose to add an existing user as a new user), enter the user’s first and last name and a unique user name.
5. Select the appropriate option for whether the user is an investigator.
6. In the System Access & Permissions section, select a system role for the research organization and the site as well as any optional add-on permissions.
7. Select Save.

Editing User Profile Information
You can edit certain user details such as name, email address, and whether the user is an investigator. You can’t update a user’s user name. To edit a user’s profile
information, open the record for the user from the Profiles > Users tab and select Edit.

Adding a User to an Additional Site
Complete the following steps to add an existing SiteVault user in your research organization to an additional site or sites:
1. For Site Administrator users, ensure that the site to which you want to add the user is selected in the vault selector.
2. From the Profiles > Users tab, open the record of the user that you want to add to the site.
3. In the Access & Permissions section, select Edit User Permissions.
4. Select a system role for the site and (if applicable) any optional add-on permissions.
5. Select Save User Permissions.

Editing a User’s Research Organization-Level Permissions
Note

Only Research Organization Administrators can edit a user’s research organization-level system role and add-on permissions. To edit a user’s site-level

permissions, follow the steps in the next section.

Complete the following steps to edit a user’s permissions for your research organization:
1. Ensure that your research organization is selected in the vault selector.
2. From the Profiles > Users tab, open the record of the user that you want to edit.
3. In the Access & Permissions section, select Edit User Permissions.
4. Update the user’s research organization system role and add-on permissions as needed.
5. Select Save User Permissions.

Editing a User’s Site-Level Permissions
Complete the following steps to edit a user’s system role and add-on permissions for a site:
1. For Site Administrator users, ensure that the applicable site is selected in the vault selector.
2. From the Profiles > Users tab, open the record of the user that you want to edit.
3. In the Access & Permissions section, select Edit User Permissions.
4. Update the user’s system role and add-on permissions for the site as needed.
5. Select Save User Permissions.

Removing a User’s Access to a Site
Complete the following steps to remove a user’s access to a site:
1. Ensure that the applicable site is selected in the vault selector.
2. From the Profiles > Users tab, open the record of the user that you want to edit.
3. In the Access & Permissions section, select Edit User Permissions.
4. Update the user’s system role for the site to No Access.
5. Select Save User Permissions.

Deactivating a User for a Site
A user is automatically added to your site in an Active status when you create or add a user. If a user leaves your site and no longer needs to be active in the system,
Research Organization Administrator users can fully deactivate the user. Complete the following steps to deactivate the user for the site:
1. Ensure that all of the user’s study assignments (or, if applicable, monitor or auditor assignments) are in the Inactive status.
2. From the Profiles > Users tab, open the record of the user that you want to deactivate.
3. Select Change State to Inactive from the Workflow Actions menu on the user’s record.
If you need to reactivate the user, complete the steps in the Creating Users section above.
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Managing Sites and Research Organizations
Learn how to view and manage select information for your research organization or site.

On This Page
Managing Sites
Managing a Research Organization

Managing Sites
Navigate to the Profiles > Sites tab to access the record for the site that’s currently selected in the vault selector. For Research Organization Administrator users, select
your research organization in the vault selector to view all sites in your organization.
The record for your site displays information such as the name, research organization, and Universal Site Number (USN) of your site. The USN is a unique number for
your site that is assigned by Veeva after your SiteVault signup is approved. It can be used by sponsors or CROs to connect to your SiteVault to exchange documents and
information on Connected Studies. Research Organization and Site Administrators can edit the Display Name of the site (which appears in the vault selector and is
initially assigned by Veeva) if needed.
To edit select information for your site, select Edit on the Site record detail page.
To enable or disable SiteVault features for your site, expand the Site Settings section and select or deselect the checkboxes as needed. Currently, only the option to
enable the automatic confirmation of safety documents on Connected Studies is available.

Managing a Research Organization
To view the record for your research organization, select the link for the organization while viewing a Site record.
Research Organization Administrators can edit the Display Name of the research organization (which appears in the vault selector and is initially assigned by Veeva) if
needed. To do so, select Edit on the Research Organization record.
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Managing Organizations
Learn how to create and manage Organization records for your research organization or site.

On This Page
Overview of Organizations
Viewing Organizations
Creating Organizations
Managing the Organization Lifecycle
Adding Organizations to Studies
Deleting Organizations

Overview of Organizations
Organizations are records of important study entities such as a sponsor, pharmacy, or CRO. The Organization record can be at the level of your research organization or
specific to your site.

Viewing Organizations
To view an organization, navigate to the Profiles > Organizations tab and select the organization from the list.

Creating Organizations
When you create an Organization record, you can choose whether the record should apply to all sites in your research organization (recommended for sponsors and
CROs) or only to one specific site (recommended for local IRB/IECs and local labs).
Complete the following steps to create an organization:
1. In the Profiles > Organizations tab, select Create. The Create Organization dialog box is displayed.
2. Select an organization type from the list in the dialog box, then select Continue. The Create [Organization Type] dialog box is displayed.
3. Enter the name of the organization.
4. If you want to allow the record to be used by all sites in your research organization, select the All [Research Organization Name] Sites option; if you want to limit
the record to only the currently selected site, select the Only my current Site [Site Name] option.
5. Select Save.
To edit an Organization record, select Edit on the Organization record detail page.

Managing the Organization Lifecycle
The following diagram illustrates the sequences of stages that an Organization record can go through during its life:

To change the state of a record, select the appropriate action from the Workflow Actions menu on the detail page of the record.

Adding Organizations to Studies
See the Managing Studies page for more information on studies and how to add an organization to a study.

Deleting Organizations
To delete an Organization record, select Delete from the All Actions menu on the Organization record detail page. Note that Organization records that are associated with
a study or document cannot be deleted.
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Managing Products
Learn how to create and manage Product records for your research organization or site.

On This Page
Overview of Products
Viewing Products
Creating Products
Managing the Product Lifecycle
Adding Products to Studies
Deleting Products

Overview of Products
Products are records of investigational products such as medical devices, drugs, or other intellectual property that can be used on one or more studies. The Product
record can be at the level of your research organization or specific to your site.

Viewing Products
To view a product, navigate to the Profiles > Products tab and select the product from the list.

Creating Products
When you create a product record, you can choose whether the record should apply to all sites in your research organization or only to one specific site.
Complete the following steps to create a Product record:
1. In the Profiles > Products tab, select Create. The Create Product dialog box is displayed.
2. Enter the name of the product.
3. If you want to allow the record to be used by all sites in your research organization, select the All [Research Organization Name] Sites option; if you want to limit
the record to only the currently selected site, select the Only my current Site [Site Name] option.
4. Select Save.
If you need to edit a product, open the Product record page and select Edit.

Managing the Product Lifecycle
The following diagram illustrates the sequences of stages that a Product record can go through during its life:

To change the state of a Product record, select the appropriate action from the Workflow Actions menu on the record.

Adding Products to Studies
See the Managing Studies page for more information on studies and how to add a product to a study.

Deleting Products
To delete a Product record, select Delete from the All Actions menu on the Product record detail page.
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Managing Patients
Learn how to create and manage Patient profiles.

On This Page
Viewing Patient Profiles
Creating Patient Profiles
Creating Guardians and Proxies
Editing or Deleting Patient Profiles
Adding Patients to Studies as Study Participants

Viewing Patient Profiles
In SiteVault, a patient is a person receiving care or treatment from a site, who may or may not be participating in one or more clinical studies at the site.
You can view the Patient profiles to which you have access in the Profiles > Patients tab. With a site selected in the vault selector, SiteVault displays the Patient profiles
that are specific to that site as well as any profiles that are shared across your research organization. For Research Organization Administrator users or users with the
research organization-level Patients & Recruiting add-on, you can select your research organization in the vault selector to view all site-specific and organization-wide
Patient profiles across your research organization.

Creating Patient Profiles
Creating and Managing Patients
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Creating Patient profiles enables you to associate patients with Study Participant records and add them to one or more studies. With the research organization selected
in the vault selector, the Patient profile is created and shared across all sites in your research organization by default. With a site selected, you can choose whether to
allow the profile to be visible for all sites or only the currently selected site. You can edit a Patient profile to update it from site-specific to research organization-wide but a
research organization-wide profile cannot be made site-specific.
Complete the following steps to create a Patient profile:
1. From the Profiles > Patients tab, select Create.
2. Enter required and any additional information as needed.

Note

If you’re creating a Patient profile to consent a participant electronically using Veeva eConsent, ensure that you include a complete email address (for

example, patient@veeva.com) and a phone number that can receive SMS text messages. To enter a phone number, select the country from the list and enter the
area code and phone number. SiteVault automatically formats the number for you.

3. If your site is selected in the site selector, select whether to make the profile available only to the currently selected site or to all sites in the research organization.
4. Select Save.

Creating Guardians and Proxies
Creating a record for a patient guardian or proxy enables you to send eConsent forms for electronic signature in conjunction with or on behalf of a study participant. See
the Consenting Participants page for more information on consenting participants. You can also share documents with guardians and proxies. See the help for Sharing
Documents With Study Participants for more information.
Complete the following steps to create a guardian or proxy for a patient:
1. Navigate to and open the profile for the patient.
2. Expand the Guardians and Proxies section and select Create.
3. Complete one of the following steps depending on whether you’re adding an existing signatory or creating a new one:
If you’re adding an existing signatory for a patient, search for and select the signatory in the Signatory field of the Create Patient Signatory dialog box.
If you’re creating a new signatory, select into the Signatory field and select Create below the list of existing signatories. In the Create Signatory dialog box,
complete the required and any optional fields and select Save.

Note

If you’re creating a guardian or proxy to send an eConsent form to for signature in conjunction with or on behalf of a study participant, ensure that you

include a complete email address (for example, guardian@veeva.com) and a phone number that can receive SMS text messages. To enter a phone number,
select the country from the list and enter the area code and phone number. SiteVault automatically formats the number for you.

4. From the Role list in the Create Patient Signatory dialog box, select either Guardian or Proxy as appropriate.
5. Select Save.

Editing or Deleting Patient Profiles
Research Organization Administrator users and Research Organization Staff users with the Patients & Recruiting add-on can edit or delete both site-specific and
research organization-wide Patient profiles. Site Administrator users and Site Staff users with the Add Studies Patients & Recruiting add-on can edit or delete site-specific
Patient profiles only for the site that’s currently selected in the vault selector. See the About System Roles and Add-on Permissions page for more information.
To edit a Patient profile, navigate to and open the profile and select Edit. To delete a profile, select Delete from the All Actions menu. Note that Patient profiles that are
associated with a Participant record cannot be deleted.

Adding Patients to Studies as Study Participants
See the Managing Study Participants page for more information on associating Patient profiles with a Participant record on a study.

Managing Study Participants

Study eBinder
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Study eBinder
Learn all about the study eBinder in SiteVault.

On This Page
Using the Study eBinder
Viewing Previous Versions
Column Filters
eBinder Quick Reference Card

The eBinder displays a study’s documents in a folder structure. This view shows only approved and effective versions of documents. To see working versions of a
document, use the Library. Click here to learn more about finding documents using the Library and eBinder.
SiteVault structures study eBinders in a hierarchical view. This enables you to view all documents for a single study or all documents related to a specific section of a
study, for example, a hierarchical view of all IRB submissions and approvals.

Using the Study eBinder
To get started, select a study from the Study Selector. You can use column headings to sort documents on specific fields, just as you would in the Library. You can add or
remove columns as long as the total number of columns is no more than nine.

Viewing Previous Versions

Use the carets (>) next to each document link to expand or collapse all previous versions of the document. This view only displays previously approved versions for
which you have appropriate permissions to view.
After navigating to a document, you can use the breadcrumb links to return to the eBinder with all of your search results preserved.

Column Filters

Use the column filters to narrow your document list based on the criteria that you select. Select the filtering icon next to the column name, enter conditions, and select
Apply.
Filters persist even when you navigate away from the page. The eBinder’s column filters do not support filtering on Text, Number, DateTime, Currency, or Formula fields.

eBinder Quick Reference Card
Click here for a quick reference card that shows which document types are displayed in each eBinder section.

Managing Patients
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Overview of Documents
SiteVault can hold all of the documents relevant to your research organization, site, and studies.

On This Page
Library
Documents
Document Reuse Across Studies
Components for Document Reuse Across Studies
Limitations

Library
The Library displays all versions of your documents such as the Current, Draft, and Superseded states. The eBinder displays only steady-state (such as Current or
Final) and Superseded documents for one study.
Once in the Library, you can use the Study Selector and other filters to quickly find the documents you need.

1

Basic Document Search

Used to perform basic searches for documents such as by name, document number, site, or study.

2

Advanced Document Search

Used to perform advanced searches for documents such as searching the content of documents.

3

Study Selector

Quickly filter the documents by a particular study.

4

All Documents

Displays all documents to which you have access.

5

Recent Documents

Displays the documents you’ve viewed recently.

6

My Documents

Displays the documents you’ve created.

7

Favorites

Displays the documents you’ve favorited.

8

Document Inbox

Displays unclassified documents to which you have access.

9

Open Monitor Feedback

Displays documents that have been returned to your site from a monitor.

10

Saved Views

Your saved views.

11

Filters

Used to filter the current list of documents.

12

Save Views

Used to create or edit saved views.

13

Sort Documents

Used to sort the list of documents by creation date, modified date, document name, or document number.

14

Layouts

Used to change the layout of the Library, including Detail, Thumbnail, Compact, and Grid layouts.

Documents
When you open a document, the Doc Info page is displayed.

1

Navigation

Use the navigation breadcrumbs to navigate back to the Library.

2

Lifecycle

Displays the current state of the document. You can also use this button to change the state of the document.

State
3

Workflow

Enables you to quickly start a workflow or make a state change, such as approving or finalizing a document.

Actions Menu
4

Most

Your four most frequently used actions are displayed here. The actions that are displayed depend on the context. SiteVault learns the actions that you use most for a

Frequently

particular document type or record and displays those actions first.

Use Actions
5

All Actions

Contains all of the other non-workflow actions for a document, for example, Create Draft, Make a Copy, and so on.

Menu
6

Lifecycle

Lifecycle stages help you understand where a document is in its lifecycle by grouping specific lifecycle states into ordered collections of stages. The lifecycle stages

Stages

chevron panel provides a visualization of the document’s progress, with each chevron representing a single lifecycle stage. The chevrons are color-coded to indicate

Chevron

the document’s current stage:

Panel
Green indicates a previous stage.
Blue indicates the active stage.
Gray indicates an upcoming stage.
The lifecycle stages chevron panel can also give details for incomplete tasks. Select the blue (in-progress) chevron to see a list of up to five open tasks. Tasks are
displayed on the task card in the same order as they are displayed in the Active Workflow panel. An exclamation point icon is displayed on the blue chevron if one or
more tasks is behind schedule.
7

Document

The document controls in the upper-left of the viewer contain the following options:

Viewer
Controls

View Annotations
Open Bookmarks
Open Destinations
Find in Document

8

Document

The document controls in the upper-right of the viewer contain the following options:

View
Controls

Rotate Clockwise
Zoom Out
Zoom In
Full Screen
View Options Menu (including Document, Notes, and Thumbnail views)

9

Document

Displays document information such as type, study, file information, and version history.

Information
10

Relationships

Displays document relationships such as any linked or supporting documents.

11

Document

Displays the source file and viewable renditions.

Files
12

Sharing

Displays what users have access to the document and the permissions granted through the user’s role.

Settings
13

Timeline

Displays a timeline view of the document’s state changes and workflows.

View

Document Reuse Across Studies
With document reuse in SiteVault, SiteVault can automatically populate the Study field on documents, associating studies to only the relevant document versions, so you
don’t have to manually maintain which document versions are applicable for which studies.

Components for Document Reuse Across Studies
SiteVault includes the following configurations to support document reuse and automatic field defaulting across studies:
Person Profile, Organization Profile, and Product Profile Document Type Groups: These preconfigured Document Type Groups identify the Person-,
Organization-, and Product-specific document types that are often reused across studies. SiteVault can automatically update the Study field for document types that
belong to one of these Document Type Groups.
Associate study to current versions of profile documents: This entry action finds current relevant document versions and associates them with a Study.
Update study references on profile documents: This entry action adds or removes Studies from the Study document field when a document changes state. It is
automatically available on most states for most configured lifecycles in SiteVault.

Limitations
The following limitations affect content reuse functionality:
If you manually update the Study field on Person-, Organization-, or Product- specific documents, SiteVault may subsequently overwrite changes.
SiteVault does not perform entry actions on the initial state of a document or object record.
SiteVault does not perform entry actions when you select Create Draft for a document.

Study eBinder
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Managing Documents
Learn how to create, edit, and delete documents in SiteVault.

On This Page
Creating Documents Using the Create Button
Uploading Documents
Creating Placeholder Documents
Creating Documents Using the Document Inbox
Uploading Unclassified Documents
Completing Unclassified Documents Using the Document Inbox
Editing Documents
Creating New Draft Versions
Making a Copy of a Document
Working With Document Templates
Re-Rendering Documents
Comparing Documents
Deleting Documents
Deleting Draft Documents
Deleting Steady-State Documents
Viewing Deleted Document Records and Audit Trails
Using Cart
Accessing Cart
How to Add and Remove Individual Documents

Creating Documents Using the Create Button
Uploading Documents

Note

The steps in this section are for uploading study regulatory documents and profile documents (such as CVs and Licenses) to SiteVault. For participant

source documents, see the Managing Source Documents & Monitor Reviews page.

Complete the following steps to create one or more SiteVault documents using files on your computer or local file server as source files:
1. Complete one of the following actions:
From the Documents > Library tab, select Create, select Upload in the Create Document dialog, then select Continue.
Select Document from the Create list, select Upload, then select Continue.
2. To select files, drag and drop them into the blue area or select Choose. Uploading multiple files creates multiple documents.
3. Complete the following steps to classify the documents now:
1. Select Classify documents now, then search for and select the document type. This selection determines the relevant document fields, lifecycles, and
workflows.
2. Select Next. SiteVault begins uploading the files and shows the progress on the page.
3. Complete the fields. An asterisk (*) indicates required fields. You can complete these fields before the upload completes. If you’re adding multiple documents at
once, you’ll see a grid of documents in Step 2 of adding content. To complete the fields, select one or more documents using the checkboxes, and enter or
choose fields in the right panel. Select Apply when you’re finished populating the fields for the selected documents.
4. Select Save. If the Save button is disabled, the upload is not complete or required fields are blank.
5. The uploaded document is now available in the Library. Depending on the file size, the thumbnail and viewable rendition can take several minutes to appear.
4. To classify the documents later, select Classify documents later and select Upload. The documents are placed in your Document Inbox.

Note

You will need to complete (classify) the documents to move them to another state, for example, Approved or Final.

Creating Placeholder Documents
Complete the following steps to create a place for a file that you expect to upload at a later time:
1. From the Documents > Library tab, select Create then select Placeholder.
2. Search for and select a document type, then select Next.
3. Complete the fields. An asterisk (*) indicates required fields.
4. Select Save.

Creating Documents Using the Document Inbox
Uploading Unclassified Documents
The Document Inbox displays unclassified documents to which you have access. These are documents that do not yet have an assigned document type.
To upload unclassified documents using the Document Inbox, drag and drop the files from your computer directly into your Document Inbox. You can drag and drop up to
250 files at a time. Optionally, apply fields such as Study, Organization, and Person for the documents in bulk using the Bulk Apply Fields dialog.

Note

If the Bulk Apply Fields dialog is not displayed when uploading files to the Document Inbox, you can re-enable it by selecting Enable Bulk Update on

Upload from the Document Inbox’s Actions menu.

When SiteVault begins to upload files that you’ve dropped into your Document Inbox, you’ll see a dialog in the bottom-right corner that lists the status of all files you are
uploading. While SiteVault is uploading your files, you can drag and drop additional files or navigate to other pages in SiteVault while monitoring the progress in the status
dialog. Select Navigate to Inbox on the collapsible dialog to navigate back to the Document Inbox from anywhere in SiteVault.

The color of the arrow icon on the status dialog indicates the status of the upload. Selecting the X icon after all uploads are complete removes the status dialog from your
view. If necessary, refresh your browser window to view the uploaded files once the upload is complete. Note that closing your browser, browser tab, or refreshing your
page before the file upload is complete cancels all remaining uploads.

Completing Unclassified Documents Using the Document Inbox
Complete the following steps to complete (or classify) one or more documents in the Document Inbox:
1. Select one or more documents, then select the Complete button or select Complete from the Actions menu.
2. Search for and select a document type in the Classify Document dialog, then select OK.
3. If you selected just one document, complete the fields. An asterisk (*) indicates required fields.
4. If you selected more than one document, select one or more documents using the checkboxes, and enter or choose fields in the right panel. Select Apply when
you’re finished completing the fields for the selected documents.
5. Select Save. The document or documents are moved to the Library.

Editing Documents

To edit document fields, select any document from the Library and select Edit Fields in the Document Information panel.

Creating New Draft Versions
Document Versioning
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You can create a draft of an existing document that is currently in a major version to start a new drafting cycle.
Complete the following steps to create a new draft version of a document:
1. Select Create Draft from the All Actions menu.
2. Upload the new version’s source file, or copy and reuse the current source file.
3. Enter a description of the new version. Other users can view this description in the document’s version history.
After uploading the document, SiteVault creates a new minor version and sets the document status to the starting state for the associated lifecycle, typically Draft. When
creating a new draft version, SiteVault increments the version number by 0.1. For example, if the document is version 1.0, the new draft is version 1.1.

Making a Copy of a Document
You can reuse documents in SiteVault by using the Make a Copy action. Complete the following steps to copy a document:
1. From the document’s All Actions menu, select Make a Copy.
2. In the Make a Copy dialog box, enter a name for the document, select whether to copy the document’s content or fields or both, then select Continue. The Doc Info
page for the copy is displayed.
3. Optionally, update the document fields in the General section as needed.
4. Select Save.

Working With Document Templates
For any documents that are copied from another document, you can keep the document in sync with the original document using the Create Draft from Original
Document action. This makes it easy to manage and track document templates such as an Informed Consent Form (blank) or Financial Disclosure Form and their
subsequent copies.
To create a new draft of a document based on its original document, select Create Draft from Original Document from the document’s All Actions menu.
To view the original document that a copied document is based on, expand the Relationships panel on the Doc Info page of the document.

Re-Rendering Documents
In rare circumstances, SiteVault may not successfully generate a viewable rendition of your document. Re-rendering the document may solve issues that you’re having
and will replace the current viewable rendition for the document version with a new rendition.
Complete the following steps to re-render a document:
1. From the document’s All Actions menu, select Re-Render Document.
2. If applicable, select an option or options in the Re-Render dialog, then select OK.

Comparing Documents

During a document’s complete lifecycle, it can undergo many changes. SiteVault enables you to compare two versions of a document to see what has changed between
them. Note that you must have View Content and View Document permissions on both versions.
If a document has more than one version, the Version History section is displayed in the Doc Info page. To compare the current version with a past version, select
Compare Versions from the Actions menu. You can also access this option from the Version History dialog box.
When you compare two versions, SiteVault opens the document in comparison mode. In this mode, inserted text is highlighted in purple and deleted text is marked with a
note. You can close comparison mode using the Back to previous page link.
The following limitations apply to document comparison:
SiteVault only detects changes to the text, not images, formatting, page additions or removals, or other structural changes.
SiteVault cannot detect changes in text that is not searchable, for example, text in image files.
When large portions of a document change, or when a document changes structurally, the number of changes can be so large as to make document comparison
unhelpful.
When SiteVault detects more than 5,000 distinct changes between versions, it does not display any changes.
SiteVault does not add a note for text deleted from the end of a document. To see content removed from the end of a document, you must compare a previous
version that has the removed text with a newer version that does not have the text. The missing text is considered an addition and is highlighted in purple.
In rare cases, SiteVault detects extra spaces that do not exist. This causes unchanged text to be highlighted as changed.

Deleting Documents
Deleting Documents
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Deleting Draft Documents
Site Staff users can delete versions of documents that they created as long as the document is still in the Draft state (a document version such as 0.1 or 1.1). Research
Organization Administrator and Site Administrator users can delete any draft document, regardless of who created it.
Complete one of the following actions to delete a draft document:
Documents that have never had a major version (for example, version 0.1): Select Delete from the All Actions menu of the document that you want to delete,
then select Delete in the dialog box. This action also deletes all versions (if they exist) of the document. If you only need to delete a specific version of the document,
expand the Version History section of the document’s Information panel, and select Delete from the Actions menu for that version.
Documents that have a major version (for example, version 1.1): Expand the Version History section of the document’s Information panel, select Delete from
the Actions menu for that version, then select Delete in the dialog box. This action removes the specific version but leaves all other versions of the document. If you
need to delete all versions, a Research Organization Administrator or Site Administrator user can use the Delete All Versions action below.

Deleting Steady-State Documents
Research Organization Administrator or Site Administrator users can delete documents that are in a steady state, for example, Final or Current. Doing so permanently
deletes all versions of the document, including any draft and superseded versions. When you delete all versions of a steady-state document, SiteVault retains an audit
trail of the document but you cannot access or recover the document’s file or content.
Complete the following steps to delete all versions of a steady-state document:
1. From the document’s All Actions menu, select Delete All Versions.
2. In the dialog box, select a reason for the deletion, enter any optional comments, then select Continue. SiteVault closes the dialog box and removes all versions of
the document while retaining the document’s audit trail for compliance purposes.

Viewing Deleted Document Records and Audit Trails
Research Organization Administrator users can view and export a list of deleted document records along with an audit trail.
Complete the following steps to view deleted document records and audit trails:
1. To view deleted document records, navigate to Reporting > Deleted Document Records.
2. If you want to view additional details and access the audit trail for a record, select the link in the Details & Audit Trail column.
3. If you want to view the audit trail, expand the Full Document Audit History section and select the link for the audit trail.

Using Cart
With Cart, you can quickly create an ad hoc group of documents from multiple filter sets and Library views. From your cart, you can download source files or viewable
renditions or initiate bulk document actions like Edit Fields and Change State. After performing your actions, there’s a quick option for emptying your cart, leaving it ready
for the next time you need it.
Your cart serves a different purpose than Favorites, which are more useful for storing a list of documents that you reference frequently. Like Favorites, your cart is specific
to you. No other user can see your cart.
If there are documents in your cart that you can no longer view, SiteVault displays a warning and automatically removes them when you next access your cart.

Accessing Cart

To access your cart, select Cart [Number] on the primary navigation bar. The number that is displayed above the button indicates the number of documents currently in
your cart. If more than 99 documents are in your cart, 99+ is displayed.

How to Add and Remove Individual Documents
The Cart [Number] button is available in the Library, all document tabs, and the Doc Info page.

A green plus (+) symbol on the button indicates that you can add the document to your cart. If the button is unavailable, your cart contains the maximum number of
documents allowed.
A red minus (–) symbol on the button indicates that the document is already in your cart. Selecting removes the document.
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Overview of Lifecycles
Document lifecycles are the sequences of states such as Draft and In Review a document goes through during its life.
SiteVault automatically assigns each created document to a lifecycle. From there, the document moves through its lifecycle states based on the actions you take on the
document. Some actions are not available in certain lifecycle states, for example, you cannot approve a document if it’s already in the Approved lifecycle state.
Select here for information on supported document types and their required fields, naming format, and eBinder locations. See the table below for the states that
documents can go through for each lifecycle.

Lifecycle

Lifecycle States

Draft to
Approved for
Use

Draft to Current

Draft to Final

Draft to
Finalized

Draft to Fully
Executed

Organization
Profile

Person Profile

Overview of Workflows
Workflows are used to update document statuses, certify documents as copies, and obtain electronic signatures on documents. To learn more about eSignature, click
here. To learn more about certifying as copy, click here. To learn more about approving documents directly, click here.

Initiating a Workflow
Complete the following steps to initiate a workflow on a document:
1. From the Workflow Actions menu, select a workflow action.
2. Complete the information and fields required to start the workflow, and select Start.

Completing a Workflow Task
Complete workflow tasks from the My Tasks view in the Home tab. Completing a workflow task can require you to take action, such as providing an eSignature, approving
a document, or verifying that you’ve read and understood a document.
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Using eSignatures
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Note

The electronic signature applied to the SiteVault product is nonbiometric and requires the application of two distinct components (a user ID and password)

and is compliant with FDA's 21CFR11 section §11.200 requirement of electronic signatures that are not based upon biometrics.

eSignatures provide a way for users to complete tasks and sign electronic records.

Sending Documents for eSignatures
Routing a Document for eSignature
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Complete the following steps to send a document for an eSignature:
1. From the Library or Doc Info page, select Send for eSignature from the Workflow Actions menu. The following document types allow eSignature workflow:
1572 or Equivalent
Acceptance of IB
CV
Delegation of Authority
Financial Disclosure Form
Protocol Signature Page
2. In the Approver(s) field, select the individual users or user groups who you want to review the document.
3. Select an approval due date.
4. Select Start to begin the eSignature workflow.

Completing eSignatures
Signing a Document
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Complete the following steps to complete and eSignature workflow:
1. From the Home tab, select My Tasks.
2. Select the document you want to eSign.
3. Select Complete and complete the required fields.
4. Enter your username and password to complete the eSignature workflow.

Viewing eSignatures on Documents

You can view an eSignature on a document from the Document Information panel while viewing a document. Complete the following steps to view an eSignature:
1. Navigate to and open the document.
2. If necessary, expand the Document Information panel.
3. In the Signatures [Number] section, you’ll see the eSignatures on the document. Additionally, you can select the Signature Page link to view the signature page in a
new tab of the browser window.
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Managing Source Documents & Monitor Reviews
Sites should decide based on their internal processes and agreements with sponsors or contract research organizations (CRO) what type of source documents

Note

and information to store and share in SiteVault. Click here to download the remote monitoring resource kit.

On This Page
Managing Studies and Users
Adding Study Participants
Preparing Source Documents for Uploading
Uploading Source Documents
Finalizing Source Documents
Granting Monitor Access
Resolving Monitor Review Feedback
Updating Source Documents
Viewing Source Documents by Participant

Research site users can use SiteVault to store and maintain source documents and make them available to sponsor or CRO monitors for review. The following flowchart
illustrates the source document and monitor review workflow:

Managing Studies and Users
Note

The steps in this section can only be completed by a Research Organization Administrator or Site Administrator user.

Complete the following steps to manage studies and users:
1. Create user profiles for any team members who will upload, manage, or require access to source documents in SiteVault. Ensure that you select the correct system
role for each team member.
2. Create a study.

Adding Study Participants
Complete the following steps to add study participants:
1. Access the study, and expand the Study Participants section.
2. Select Create.
3. Enter the ID of the study participant and an optional note in the Create Participant dialog. Select Save to save and return to the study, or select Save + Create to
save and add another study participant.
4. Alternatively, you can add study participants on the Source Upload page by selecting Create Participant in the Participant column.

Preparing Source Documents for Uploading
Complete the following steps to prepare source documents for uploading:
1. Scan informed consent forms (ICF) and logs separately from visit-related source documents.
2. You can combine visit-related source documents from multiple visits into a single scan. In such cases, scan in increments of no more than 30 pages to enable more
effective monitor review.
3. Organize the scanned documents into participant-specific folders. This enables you to upload all documents for one participant at a time.
4. Optionally, name the scanned files by specifying a date (in YYYYMMDD or DDMONYYYY format), a double underscore (__), and a description, for example,
20201221__Visits 3-5.pdf. This ensures that the documents are more identifiable when uploaded to SiteVault. The date that you include in the filename is
automatically added to the End Date field and the description is added to the Description field of the uploaded document.
Click here to view a one-page tipsheet on preparing and uploading source files.

Uploading Source Documents
Uploading Source Documents
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Note

For users who have access to multiple vaults, ensure that you are logged in to SiteVault before uploading source documents. The SiteVault logo is

displayed in the upper-left corner of SiteVault.

Note

If you attempt to create a new Adverse Event Log, IP Accountability Log, or Protocol Deviations Log document for a study participant and an existing

document already exists for that study participant, SiteVault displays an error message. Instead of creating a new document, it is recommended that you upload the
document as a new version of the existing document.

Complete the following steps to upload source documents:
1. Navigate to Documents > Source Upload.
2. Select Choose in the Upload Files section to select files to upload, or drag and drop the files into the blue box.
3. Optionally, select the preview icon to the left of .PDF or image files to view a preview of the file. You also can select the remove icon to remove the file without
uploading.
4. Complete the following for each document (Tip: If applicable, you can use the header cell in each column to populate the same information for each of the files):
1. Select a document type from the list in the Type column.
2. Optionally, enter a description of the file in the Description column. Values can be defaulted based on each file’s naming convention.
3. Select or create a study in the Study column.
4. Select or create a participant in the Participant column.
5. Optionally, enter a start and end date for the file. The dates should reflect when the data was captured. Values can be defaulted based on each file’s naming
convention. If a date was included in the filename of the document, the date is automatically added to the End Date field of the uploaded document.
6. Select whether the document is a copy or original source document from the list in the Copy or Original column. A document is considered a copy of source if it
has been downloaded from an electronic source or electronic health record (EHR) system or if it has been scanned before being uploaded to SiteVault. A
document is considered an original source document if this is the file where the data was originally captured (for example, if a .DOCX file was completed during
the visit).
7. Select whether the document is redacted in the Has Redactions column.
8. Select whether the document is protocol deviation (PD)- or adverse event (AE)-related in the PD or AE Related column.
5. Select Save.

Finalizing Source Documents
Finalizing Source Documents
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Finalizing a source file that has been uploaded to SiteVault signifies that the file is an official record in your investigator site file. Once finalized, only Research
Organization Administrator or Site Administrator users are permitted to edit fields for the document.
Complete the following steps to finalize source documents:
1. Navigate to Documents > Library, open the document that you want to finalize, and review the information on the Doc Info page for accuracy.
2. If applicable, select Edit Fields to update information as needed.
3. From the Workflow Actions menu, select Finalize Source.
4. Review the information in the Finalize Source dialog, enter any missing information, then select Start. The document is moved to an In Approval status.
5. Select Complete in the upper-right corner of the Doc Info page:
1. For a copy of a source document that has not been redacted, select the Verified as a Certified Copy, Set Status to Current in the Task: Certify Copy dialog,
then select Complete. The document is moved to a Current status.
2. For a copy of a source document that has been redacted, select the Copy Is Suitable for Monitoring, Set Status to Final option in the Task: Verify as a
Redacted Copy dialog, then select Complete. The document is moved to a Final status.
3. For an original source document, the document is automatically moved to a Final status.

Granting Monitor Access
Creating an External User and Granting …
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Note

The steps in this section can only be completed by a Research Organization Administrator or Site Administrator user.

Complete the following steps to grant monitor access to a study:
1. Add your monitor to your site as a user.
2. Add the monitor to the study under the Monitor & Auditor Assignments section.

Resolving Monitor Review Feedback
Resolving Monitor and CRA Annotations
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Upon completion of review, monitors will assign a Resolve Review Issues task to your site if needed. The assigned site staff will receive an email that notifies them to
review the feedback.
Complete the following steps to resolve monitor review feedback:
1. Open the task by selecting the link in the email. Alternatively, open the All Tasks view in the Home tab or the Open Monitor Feedback view in the Documents >
Library tab, and select the document from the list.
2. Select Accept in the upper-right corner of the Doc Info page.
3. Select the annotation to view the monitor feedback.
4. Select Reply to leave a reply note, or select Resolve to resolve the annotation.
5. Optional: You can tag the monitor in the reply or resolution by entering the at sign (@), entering a few letters of the monitor’s name, then selecting the monitor from
the list.
6. After you have determined how you will resolve the monitor’s feedback, select Complete in the upper-right corner of the Doc Info page.
7. Select one of the following options in the Address Review Feedback dialog:
1. Feedback Will Be Resolved Without Updating This Document: Select this option if you want to resolve the feedback without updating the document.
2. New Document Version Will Be Created: Select this option if you want to update the document with a new version.
8. The monitor will receive an email that notifies them of your selection.
9. If you selected Feedback Will Be Resolved Without Updating This Document, then the document is automatically available for the monitor to rereview.
10. If you selected New Document Version Will Be Created, complete the steps in the Updating Source Documents section.

Updating Source Documents
Tip

When creating a new draft version for corrected source documents, you can upload only the page(s) that require correction. Use the version comments and

description to indicate the reason for the partial upload.

Note

If you need to update a source document that was created before January 1, 2021, the Create Draft action is no longer available. Instead, update the

document to a Superseded status (select Change State to Superseded from the Workflow Actions menu), and use the Make a Copy action or upload a new
document to create the new version</a>.

Complete the following steps to update a finalized source document:
1. From the document’s All Actions menu, select Create Draft.
2. Select one of the following options in the Create New Draft dialog:
3. Copy File From Current Version [Version Number]: Select this option if you want to copy and edit the existing document.
4. Upload a New File: Select this option if you want to upload a new version of the document.
5. When you’re ready to resubmit the document for monitor review, finalize the source.

Viewing Source Documents by Participant
Viewing Source Documents by Particip…
Particip…
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Managing Studies and Users
Note

The steps in this section can only be completed by a Research Organization Administrator or Site Administrator user.

To manage studies and users:
1. Create user profiles for any team members who will upload, manage, or require access to source documents in SiteVault. Ensure that you select the correct system
role for each team member.
2. Create a study.
3. To the study, assign the study team, partners, and products.

Uploading Regulatory Documents
Uploading Regulatory Documents
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Bulk Upload of Regulatory Documents …
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See Managing Documents for more information.

Approving Regulatory Documents
Depending on the document type, initiate the approval workflow by using one of the methods here.
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Training workflows enable you to send one or more study documents to a selection of study team members. Each recipient must confirm they have read and understood
each document.

Initiating a Training (or Read and Understand) Workflow
Starting a Training or R and U
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Complete the following steps to initiate a training workflow:
1. Add to your Cart the document or documents that you want to send.
To be sent for Read and Understood, the included documents must be a Training Material document type or use the Draft to Final lifecycle (see the Lifecycle
column on the SiteVault Document Types reference spreadsheet.
The included documents must be in their steady state (Final or Current).
2. From the actions menu in your cart, select Start Document Workflow.

3. Select Send for Read and Understood or Send for Training, then select Continue.
4. In the Start Document Workflow dialog box, enter a description, recipients, and a due date for the task. A person must be added to the appropriate study to be
selectable in the Recipients field.
5. Select Start.

Completing a Read and Understood Task
Completing a Training or Read & Unders…
Unders…
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As a recipient of a read and understand task, you must confirm you have read and understood each of the included documents. Complete the following steps to complete
a task:
1. From the My Tasks view in the Home tab, select the task. Any documents that are included in the task are opened in the multi-document viewer.
2. View a document by selecting it from among the list of included documents. When you are finished reviewing the document, select the Document task link for that
document.

3. Select the verdict to confirm that you have read and understood this document, then select Save.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each included document. When you are finished, select Complete on the task bar, then select Complete in the dialog box.

Viewing the Training Status of a Document
To view the training status of a document, select Run Training Report from the document’s All Actions menu. The report can be exported as .PDF for sharing with
sponsors or CROs. Alternatively, view the Timeline View of the document.

Additional Information
You can send a single document without adding it to the cart – just use the document’s All Actions menu.
The R&U Status field in the document metadata indicates whether a document has been circulated for a read and understand task (or whether it is currently in
circulation).
The R&U Date Sent field in the document metadata indicates on what date a document was sent for a read and understand task.
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Monitors and clinical research associate (CRA) users can use SiteVault to perform remote monitoring of a research site’s regulatory and source documents for a study.
Click here to view a getting started checklist for monitors, and watch the following video to learn how to get started with SiteVault as a monitor or CRA:

Getting Started with Veeva SiteVault Fr…
Fr…
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Reviewing Documents
Reviewing Documents as a Monitor
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To review a document:
1. If you have been granted access to multiple sites or vaults, ensure that the appropriate site is selected from the Site Selector list in the upper-right corner of SiteVault.
2. Navigate to Documents > Library, open the Ready for Monitor Review view, and select the document that you want to review. Alternatively, navigate to Reporting
> Dashboards, open the Monitor’s Review Dashboard, then click the Documents Ready for Review widget to view the documents that are ready for review.
3. Review the document. If applicable, click Annotate to annotate the document with any review feedback that requires the site’s attention.
4. Once you are finished with your review, select one of the following options from the All Actions menu:
1. Passed Review With No Issues: Select this option if the document passed review with no issues, then click Start in the Mark as Review Complete, No Issues
dialog box.
2. Review Issues Found, Request Site Resolve: Select this option if you want to initiate a Resolve Review Issues task. Select the site staff member or members
who you want to notify, then click Start. The selected site staff are notified to address your feedback. You will be notified (by email) when they complete the task.
5. If a document that you have already reviewed as passed requires additional review at a later date, select Followup Review Issues Found, Request Site to
Resolve from the All Actions menu.

Viewing Notifications
When a site mentions you in a comment or has completed a task to review your feedback on a document, you will receive an email notification.
To view your notifications, open the Notifications view in the Home tab.
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Overview of Veeva eConsent
Veeva eConsent is a set of features that allows you to consent participants into studies electronically.
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Overview of Veeva eConsent
Getting Started

Overview of Veeva eConsent
Veeva eConsent enables study participants, signatories, and site staff to sign informed consent forms (ICFs) electronically, eliminating the need to print the forms and
speeding up the consenting process. Participants and their signatories can review the forms at home on a familiar device, can read at their own pace, and can easily
download and share the forms with their family and care team. Additionally, participants with accessibility requirements can zoom in and utilize screen readers.
The process of consenting participants into a study using Veeva eConsent uses the following general steps:
1. The site staff creates, edits, and approves the ICF or ICFs in SiteVault and the Veeva eConsent editor.
2. The site staff sends the ICF or ICFs to the participant and their signatories (if additional signatories are needed) in SiteVault.
3. The participant and signatories review, sign, and submit the study ICFs in MyVeeva for Patients.
4. The site staff (the approver on the sent ICF) countersigns the ICF in SiteVault.
See the Consent page on the MyVeeva for Patients Help website for more information about the participant’s experience during the eConsent process.

Getting Started
See the following pages for information on how to get started with Veeva eConsent in SiteVault:
Managing eConsent Forms: See the Managing eConsent Forms page to learn how to create, edit, and approve eConsent forms in SiteVault.
Consenting Participants: See the Consenting Participants page to learn how to send approved eConsent forms to participants to sign in MyVeeva for Patients and
countersign them in SiteVault.
Veeva eConsent Glossary: See the Veeva eConsent Glossary to learn more about common terms in Veeva eConsent.
Training Resources: See the SiteVault Free Training Resources page for Veeva eConsent training resources. You can register for a group training session about
how to use Veeva eConsent.
See the MyVeeva for Patients Resources page to learn more about the help, troubleshooting, release, and known issue resources that are available for participants and
site staff.

Training Workflows
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Managing eConsent Forms
Learn how to create and approve eConsent forms in SiteVault.
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Creating a New eConsent Form
Complete the following steps to create a new eConsent form based on the template:
1. In the Documents > Library tab, select Create. The Create Document dialog is displayed.
2. Select Document from Template, then select Continue.
3. Search for and select Informed Consent Form (Blank) in the Choose Document Type field.
4. Select Veeva eConsent Template from the Choose Template list. The template provided by Veeva includes sections that are often included on ICFs, but you’ll need
to add the required information for your study and edit the sections as needed.
5. Select Next.
6. Search for and select a study.
7. Enter any other information as needed.
8. Select Save.

Copying an Existing eConsent Form
You can also create a new eConsent form by copying from an existing study’s form. Complete the following steps to do so:
1. Find the document you want to copy.
2. Select Make a Copy from the All Actions menu.
3. Ensure that the Copy Content checkbox is selected. Optionally, you can also select the Copy Fields checkbox, but you may need to update the fields to apply to the
new blank ICF.
4. Select Continue.
5. Update and enter any other information as needed.
6. Select Save.

Creating a New Draft of an eConsent Form
Complete the following steps if you need to update (to create a new draft) of an eConsent form:
1. Find the document that you want to update.
2. Select Create Draft from the All Actions menu.
3. Ensure that the Copy File From Current Version option is selected.
4. Select OK.
See the Reconsenting a Participant section of the Consenting a Participant page for information about the reconsenting process.

Editing an eConsent Form
Editing an eConsent Form
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Complete the following steps to access the Veeva eConsent editor and edit an eConsent form:
1. Access the blank ICF that you want to edit. The blank ICF must be a new ICF that isn’t approved for use or a new draft version of a previously approved ICF.
Additionally, the blank ICF can’t currently be checked out to another user. See the sections above for more information.
2. Select Edit eConsent from the All Actions menu. The blank ICF is checked out, and the Veeva eConsent editor is opened in a new browser tab.
3. Edit the eConsent form as necessary.
4. When you’re ready to save to Vault or check in the document, select Save to Vault or Check In above the table of contents in the editor. Your progress is also saved
automatically in the editor every 30 seconds.
See the Editing eConsent Forms page on the MyVeeva for Patients website to learn more about how to use the Veeva eConsent editor.

Approving an ICF for Use
When you’ve checked in the blank ICF from the Veeva eConsent editor, completed any necessary reviews, and are ready to approve the ICF for use, complete the
following steps:
1. Access the blank ICF that you want to approve.
2. From the document Workflow Actions menu, select Change State to Approved for Use. The Change Status to Approved for Use dialog is displayed.
3. Select a date in the Document Date field.
4. Select Start.
See Document Lifecycles & Workflows for more information.

Previewing and Sharing an eConsent Form
You can preview a blank ICF if you want to view the participant experience of the eConsent form. You can also share a link to the preview with third parties such as an
EC/IRB. External users can view the preview without a SiteVault or MyVeeva for Patients account. The preview link expires after 30 days, and if you delete the blank ICF,
you or external users can no longer view the preview link.
The preview opened from SiteVault is version-specific. For example, you can share a preview of a draft version of an eConsent form or you can share a version that’s
approved for use.
Complete the following steps to preview and share an eConsent form:
1. Select Open Preview Link from the All Actions menu on a blank ICF. The preview is opened in MyVeeva for Patients in a new tab of your browser.
2. If you want to share the preview, copy the web address of the preview and share it as needed. The name of the user who created the preview, the date it was
created, and the date it expires all are displayed on the Preview Mode banner. A mock Participant Preview user is displayed on the menu and used for the signature.
3. If you want to preview the eConsent form, click through it as a participant would in MyVeeva for Patients. Items are marked complete on the table of contents as you
view or otherwise complete them. You or an external user can interact with the preview to see how participants sign, submit, decline, and download the .PDF files,
but the information is not saved to MyVeeva for Patients or SiteVault.

Note

While you’re editing an eConsent in the Veeva eConsent editor, you may notice the Web Preview button in the upper-right corner. The Web Preview button

allows you to preview your edits while you work and before you’re ready to share them. This web preview can’t be shared.
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Consenting Participants
Learn how to send approved eConsent forms to participants and their signatories to sign in MyVeeva for Patients and countersign them in SiteVault.
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Sending and Signing an eConsent Form
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Prerequisites
The following prerequisites must be met before you can send an eConsent form:

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Documents

Blank ICFs must meet the following prerequisites in order to be sent:
Workflow History: The blank ICF must have at least one Approved for Use version.
Study: The blank ICF must be for the study. You enter the study in the document’s Study field.
Veeva eConsent: The blank ICF must be an eConsent document as indicated by the Veeva eConsent field. The system automatically sets the Veeva eConsent
field to Yes when you create a blank ICF, and the field is used to distinguish eConsent ICFs from paper ICFs.
Additionally, you can’t send a blank ICF that has already been sent and is still with the participant. These in-progress ICFs are displayed in the eConsent Form dialog
(denoted with an orange In Workflow icon), but you cannot select them.

Participants

Adding a Patient to Start the eConsent …

and
Signatories

Watch later

Share

Watch on

The following prerequisites must be met in order to send a blank ICF as an eConsent to a participant or signatory:
Patient: A patient record must exist and must include an email address and phone number.
Patient Email Address: The complete email address must be present, for example, patient@veeva.com.
Patient Phone Number: The phone number must be able to receive SMS text messages.
Participant: A participant must exist for the patient and study and must be linked to the patient record.
Additional Signatories: If applicable, create records for any additional signatories such as a guardian or witness. Ensure that you enter a complete email address
and phone number.
See the Managing Patients and Managing Study Participants pages for information on adding or updating patient or signatory contact information.
MyVeeva for Patients uses the email address and mobile phone number for patients and signatories in SiteVault for account registrations, eConsent invitations, and
multifactor authentication (MFA). If the information is incorrect, they cannot access and complete the ICF.
In addition, MyVeeva for Patients users can update their email address and phone number in the MyVeeva for Patients web application after they register their account. If
this happens, you don’t need to update the information in SiteVault. When you send an eConsent form, the system recognizes that the address or phone number has
been updated in MyVeeva for Patients and sends the form to the correct address.

Note

As of August 19, 2021, SiteVault checks whether patient phone numbers and email addresses are formatted correctly when you add or update them for a

patient. For any phone numbers or email addresses that were incorrectly formatted before this date, you'll need to update the information before being able to
send an eConsent form successfully. See the Troubleshooting MyVeeva for Patients section below for more information.

Sending eConsent Forms
When your blank ICF or ICFs for the study are in the Approved for Use state and the participant and signatory have a phone number and email address on their
associated records, you can send the ICFs in SiteVault from the All Actions menu on the participant’s record.
You don’t need to know whether the participant or signatory has a MyVeeva for Patients account in order to send them an eConsent form. If they don’t have an account
for the email address entered in SiteVault, they’ll be prompted to register when they access MyVeeva for Patients from the invitation email or in-person consent code. If
they already have an account for the email address, they can log in and access the documents for your study.
If the prerequisites above are met, complete the following steps to send one or more ICFs to a participant and their signatories to review and complete:
1. Access the study and expand the Participants (Subjects) section.
2. Select the linked ID in the Study Participant ID column. The participant record is displayed.
3. Select Send eConsent from the participant’s All Actions menu. The Send eConsent dialog box is displayed.

Tip

You can also send eConsent forms by selecting Send eConsent from the actions menu next to the linked participant ID on the participant list, but we

recommend checking the status of the participant’s documents on the participant record after you send eConsent forms to verify that they were delivered.

4. Search for and select the ICF or ICFs that you want to send to the participant. The documents displayed are filtered per the prerequisites listed above for the
documents.
5. Select Next. The Signatory page of the dialog box is displayed.
6. Review the list of signatories to ensure that the list of signatories and their contact information are correct. Select or deselect signatories as needed. If you’re sending
more than one ICF, select Next to proceed to the next ICF, or select Previous if you need to return to a previous step.
7. Select Send. If the patient has not signed a version of the blank ICF before, a placeholder document is added to the list of documents for the participant. If the patient
has signed a previous version and this is a reconsent, a new minor version is added to the signed ICF.
See the Troubleshooting MyVeeva for Patients section below for more information about issues that participants may encounter.

Consenting a Participant In Person

You can create and view an in-person consent code to consent participants in person using a site’s device. A study participant can scan the QR code or go to the address
onscreen to access MyVeeva for Patients. This in-person consenting functionality bypasses the invitation email and makes it easier to consent participants at the office or
another location where they may not have their own device.
Complete the following steps to generate an in-person consent code:
1. Navigate to and open the record for the study participant.
2. Select View In-Person Code from the All Actions menu. The in-person QR code is displayed in MyVeeva for Patients in a new tab of your browser window.
When the participant completes all their documents, they’re logged out automatically after 30 seconds of inactivity or if the browser is closed.

Unlocking an eConsent Form

Unlock codes allow participants and their signatories to review forms before in-person or virtual consenting visits while preventing them from signing before site personnel
provide the code. This enables sites to ensure that the participant or signatory discusses the form and study with site personnel before signing.
If the form requires an unlock code for the participant to sign, you can create the code in the preview opened from SiteVault. Complete the following steps to unlock a
document:
1. Access the blank ICF for the consent form in SiteVault. Ensure that you’re viewing the most recently approved (steady-state) version of the blank ICF. Unlock codes
are valid for only specific versions, and participants review the currently approved version.
2. Select Open Preview Link from the All Actions menu. The preview is opened in a new tab of your browser.
3. After you review the form with the participant or signatory, go to the signature section of the form.
4. Select the Create Unlock Code link under the signature block. The Create Unlock Code dialog box is displayed.
5. If you want to change when the code will expire, select an option from the Code Will Expire In list. The default is 15 minutes. The code can be used for any signed
ICF based on the blank ICF version, so ensure that you keep this in mind when setting the expiration timeframe and sharing the code.
6. Select Create Code. The unlock code and the amount of time until it expires are displayed in the dialog box. If you close the dialog box, the code is displayed under
the signature block.
7. If the code expires and you want to create a new one, complete one of the following steps:
If you still have the dialog box open, select Create New Code. A new code is displayed with the same expiration option as the previous one.
If you’ve closed the dialog box or preview, repeat the steps above.
See Requiring an Unlock Code to Sign in the Veeva eConsent editor help for more information about how to require an unlock code.

The Create Unlock Code link is displayed only if you came to the preview from SiteVault, only on previews for blank ICFs that are approved for use, and

Note

only for blank ICFs that are set to require unlock codes. External viewers can’t create codes.

Cancelling an eConsent Form
Cancelling an eConsent allows you to withdraw it and have it not displayed in or available to complete in MyVeeva for Patients. This can be useful if you send an incorrect
eConsent form, send an eConsent form to the incorrect participant, or you had an incorrect phone number or email address for the patient or signatory in SiteVault when
you sent the eConsent form. When you cancel an eConsent form, the form is canceled for all signatories, even if one or more of the signatories have already completed
the form.
Complete the following steps to cancel an eConsent form:
1. Access the signed ICF that you want to cancel. You can do this in the Library or from the list of documents on the participant record.
2. Select Cancel eConsent from the document’s All Actions menu. One of the following actions occur, depending on the history of the eConsent form you canceled:
Placeholder ICF: If you cancel a placeholder ICF that was created when you sent an ICF and has not previously been signed by the participant, the placeholder
ICF is deleted. If you later resend the same ICF, a new placeholder with a new document ID is created.
Signed or Approved ICF: If you cancel an ICF that is not a placeholder (for example, an ICF that you’ve resent after it was previously signed and approved by
the patient and site staff), the minor version is deleted. If you later resend the ICF, a new minor version is created of the signed ICF and the version history omits
the deleted version.

Tracking eConsent Forms
Tracking the Veeva eConsent Status
You can view the Veeva eConsent status of ICFs in the following locations:
Document: You can view the status of the ICFs in the Veeva eConsent Status field on signed ICFs and placeholders.
Participant: You can view the status of the ICFs sent to a participant in the Documents section of the participant record.
Additional Signatories: You can view the status of a participant’s or signatory’s signature in the Form Responses section of the participant record.
While the ICF is waiting on the participant and signatory signatures, the document status (the value in the Status field) is Draft. The Veeva eConsent Status field provides
more detailed information regarding the status of the eConsent form that was sent to the participant. Signed (or sent) ICFs can be in the Veeva eConsent statuses below.
Typically (if no error or delay in processing occurs), documents will be in a Delivered, Viewed eConsent, Signed, or Declined status. You may need to refresh the page
several times before a document progresses from Initiating to Delivered.

STATUS

DESCRIPTION

Delivered

The eConsent form was delivered to the participant, and an invitation to view the eConsent forms for your study in MyVeeva for Patients should be in the participant’s email.

Viewed

The participant viewed the eConsent form in MyVeeva for Patients but has not yet completed the form.

eConsent
Signed

The participant and any additional signatories signed and submitted the eConsent form in MyVeeva for Patients.

Declined

The participant declined the eConsent form in MyVeeva for Patients.

Initiating

The SiteVault system is sending the eConsent form to the MyVeeva for Patients system.

Processing

The SiteVault system successfully sent the eConsent form to the MyVeeva for Patients system, and the MyVeeva for Patients system is processing the delivery.

Error

The SiteVault system sent the eConsent form to the MyVeeva for Patients system, but the operation failed for an unrecoverable reason.

Delivery

The MyVeeva for Patients system was unable to deliver the eConsent form to the patient. This is likely due to an incorrect email address. See the Prerequisites and

Failed

Troubleshooting MyVeeva for Patients sections for more information.

Viewing

The patient was unable to view the eConsent form in MyVeeva for Patients.

Failed
Not

This document isn’t a Veeva eConsent form. This status is the default status and is used for signed ICFs that are not eConsent forms (paper ICFs).

Applicable

Tracing Signed ICFs and Approved Versions
For traceability purposes, you can view which version of an approved blank ICF a signed ICF was created from in the Approved ICF Version section of the signed ICF’s
document information.
You also can select Where Used from the All Actions menu on a blank ICF to see the signed ICFs that were created from it.

Countersigning eConsent Forms
After the participant and any additional signatories sign and submit the eConsent form in MyVeeva for Patients, the signed form is uploaded to SiteVault and routed for
eSignature (countersignature) to the site user who sent the document. The user will receive an email notification when the eConsent Form is ready for countersignature.
To complete the countersignature task and make the eConsent Current:
1. Access the task list from Home > My Tasks and select the task.
2. Select Complete in the task bar.
3. Select the appropriate role and verdict.
4. Enter your SiteVault credentials and select Complete.
Once the signatories have signed and submitted the eConsent form, we recommend completing the countersignature task as soon as possible.

Viewing eConsent Form Responses
For any questions, response options, and signatures that are included on your eConsent form, you can view and report on the responses collected from participants in
MyVeeva for Patients during the eConsent process.
After a participant and any additional signatories complete an eConsent form that contains a signature or questions and response options, SiteVault records the
signatures and answers in the participant’s study record. The responses are added in a Draft status and are updated to a Current status once the site user who sent the

document countersigns the form. If you send an updated eConsent form with updated signature, questions, and response options, the previous responses are moved to a
Superseded status and the newly collected responses are made Current.
Complete the following steps to view a study participant’s eConsent form responses:
1. Access the study and expand the Participants (Subjects) section.
2. Select the linked ID in the Study Participant ID column to open the participant record.
3. Expand the Form Responses section. The participant’s and any signatories’ signatures and responses and associated questions are displayed on a table with
additional information such as the status of the response and the associated blank and signed ICFs.

Reporting on eConsent Form Responses
Research Organization Administrator or Site Administrator users can create a report to report on eConsent form responses. For example, you can create a report to view
responses across one or more participants for one or more questions or signatures, or you can create a report to view Approved for Use form signatures, questions, and
answers along with any associated Superseded responses.
The signature, question, and response names are defined by what is entered in the editor on the blank ICF. They can be either the default names or customized names.
You can use the labels to aggregate response data across separate documents and studies when you create reports. We recommend that you use unique labels in a
data set for easy organization and reporting. See the Editing eConsent Forms page (on the MyVeeva for Patients website) for more information.

Reconsenting a Participant
If you want to reconsent a participant, complete the steps below. You can send either the same version or a new version of the blank ICF that the participant and
signatories signed before. Additionally, you don’t need to send an updated version if you sent the previous Approved for Use version to the participant and the participant
or their signatories haven’t signed yet. The MyVeeva user always sees the latest approved version in MyVeeva for Patients up until the point when they sign.
1. Ensure that the new version of the blank ICF is in an Approved for Use state and that the prerequisites in the Prerequisites section are met. To update an existing
approved ICF, you can select Create Draft from the All Actions menu, select Copy File From Current Version then edit, check in, and approve the ICF when it’s
ready.
2. Repeat the steps in the Sending eConsent Forms section and send the latest approved version of the ICF or ICFs.

Note

When you send a new version of an ICF to a patient, the eConsent form is displayed on their list of documents as a new version. When they sign and

submit the new version, it will be added to SiteVault and the approver will be assigned a task to countersign the new version.

Processing Declined eConsent Forms
When a participant or signatory declines an eConsent form, the Veeva eConsent Status field for the document in SiteVault is updated to Declined and a notification is
sent to the approver. The notification enables the site staff to perform any actions required by their organization. For example, the site staff may need to update the
candidate’s status or not collect certain biosamples at the next visit. When any signatory declines an eConsent form, it’s also declined for any signatory who hasn’t signed
it.
The signed ICF is displayed on the participant’s list of documents and retained in the library to maintain your records. If you want to hide declined eConsent forms in your
library, you need to set up views to do so. You can’t cancel a declined eConsent form.
If a participant declined the form in error or changed their mind, you can resend the form. When you resend a previously declined form, a new minor version is added to
the signed ICF. See the Sending eConsent Forms section for more information.

Withdrawing a Participant
If a patient wants to withdraw from a study, they’ll need to contact the site staff and request it. You can then update the participant’s status in SiteVault.
See the Managing Study Participants page and the Cancelling an eConsent Form section for more information.

Troubleshooting MyVeeva for Patients
Registration and Logging In
MyVeeva users may experience the following issues while registering their account and logging in to MyVeeva for Patients:

USER ISSUE

RESOLUTION

I didn’t receive the

If the participant or signatory doesn’t receive the email, the email may be incorrect in SiteVault or an error might have occurred. To resolve this issue,

eConsent email that my

complete one of the steps below, depending on the status of the eConsent form. You can determine the status by checking the Veeva eConsent Status field

site told me to expect.

on the signed ICF documents that were created for the participant.
Delivered: If the status is Delivered, verify that the email address on the participant’s patient record or signatories signatory record is correct. Complete
one of the following actions depending on whether the email is correct:
Incorrect: If the email address is incorrect, correct the email address, cancel the eConsent forms you sent, and resend the eConsent forms. See
the following help topics for more information:
Managing Patients
Managing Study Participants
Cancelling an eConsent Form
Sending eConsent Forms
Correct: If the email is correct, have the user check their spam folder and trash. If the user has an alternate email address, you can also complete
the steps in the Incorrect item above to resend the ICFs to a different email address.
Not Delivered: If the status is something other than Delivered, wait one hour and check again. If the status is still not Delivered after an hour, contact
Veeva and we’ll check the logs for errors. We recommend waiting an hour because the SiteVault system adds the document to a queue to retry at the
beginning of the next hour if the operation fails in SiteVault.
See the Tracking eConsent Forms section above for more information about the statuses.

I lost or deleted my

Ask the user to check their spam folder and trash. If they didn’t set their password and log in before they deleted the email, you can cancel and resend the

eConsent email before

eConsent form and they’ll receive a new email.

completing my eConsent
form.

If they registered their account but didn’t sign or decline the forms, you can also ask them to log in directly at https://patients.myveeva.com/. Their
uncompleted forms will be displayed on the Tasks page when they log in.

I’m having trouble creating

Ensure that the user is meeting the password requirements displayed on the registration page and explain what special characters are if they aren’t sure.

a password.

You can also ask them to check that their caps lock isn’t on.
See the Account page on the MyVeeva for Patients Help website for more information about how users set passwords.

I tried to reset my

Complete the following steps to resolve this issue:

password but didn’t
1. Ask the user to check their spam folder and trash.

receive an email.

2. If they can’t find the email, ensure that you have the correct email address on the patient or signatory record. If not, update the record and resend the
eConsent form.
3. If they still doesn’t receive the email, contact Veeva and we’ll check the logs for errors.
I received a password

Although it's most likely that someone else accidentally entered the incorrect email address when attempting to reset their own password, ask the user to

reset email, but I didn’t

reset their password to err on the side of caution and prevent losing access to their account.

request it.
See the Account page on the MyVeeva for Patients Help website for more information about how users reset passwords.
I can’t log in. The

Complete the following steps to resolve this issue:

application says the
credentials don’t match

Email Correct: Verify that the user is using the same email address that the site staff entered on the patient or signatory record in SiteVault and for

any in MyVeeva for

which they registered their account.

Patients.

Password Correct: Verify that the user doesn’t have their caps lock on, and help them reset their password if needed.
Web Address Correct: Verify that the user is trying to log in at the correct regional address of MyVeeva for Patients. If they try to log into the EU region
with an email address that is registered for only the US region, for example, they’ll see an error message. They can enter their email address at
https://patients.myveeva.com/ and be redirected to the correct regional address for their account, or they can go to the regional address directly.
Currently, the following regions are supported:
APAC: patients-ap.myveeva.com
EU: patients-eu.myveeva.com
US: patients-us.myveeva.com
See the Account page on the MyVeeva for Patients Help website for more information about how users log in and reset passwords.

I requested a verification

Complete the following steps to resolve this issue:

code, but I didn’t receive a
text message.

1. Verify that the correct mobile phone number is entered on the patient or signatory record in SiteVault.
2. If the phone number is not correct, update the user record, cancel the eConsent forms, and resend the forms. See the following help topics for more
information:
Managing Patients
Managing Study Participants
Cancelling an eConsent Form
Sending eConsent Forms
3. Verify that the user has a cellular signal, has SMS enabled, and doesn’t have their phone in airplane mode.
4. Contact Veeva and we’ll check the logs for errors.

Reviewing and Signing eConsent Forms
The user may experience the following issues while reviewing and signing eConsent forms in MyVeeva for Patients:

USER ISSUE

RESOLUTION

I have questions about the informed consent

Ask the user to speak with a member of the site staff who can explain the ICF’s content.

content.
The text is too small to read.

Instruct the user on how to zoom in using their browser. MyVeeva for Patients also supports screen readers and keyboard navigation.

I can’t sign the form. It says I haven’t read or

Complete the following steps to resolve this issue:

completed all the sections.
Explain to the user how to determine which sections are incomplete using the table of contents. If the user is on a mobile device or
smaller screen, they need to select the Table of Contents button to view it.
Ask the user to make sure they’ve viewed each section and answered any required questions. Completed sections have a green
checkmark next to them on the table of contents. Additionally, when the user attempts to click the signature field before completing
all the sections, we flash the incomplete sections with an orange border on the table of contents.
See the Consent page on the MyVeeva for Patients Help website for more information.
When I submit the document, the progress

Complete the following steps to resolve this issue:

indicator spins and the message doesn’t
Explain to the user that it may take a few moments to send the form from MyVeeva for Patients to the site’s system.

close. Was my document submitted?

Ask the user to refresh their browser, log out, and log back in. If the document was successfully submitted, they should be able to
view the signed document.
Check whether the signed ICF was received in SiteVault.
See the Consent and Documents pages on the MyVeeva for Patients Help website for more information.
I closed my browser before I signed and

Ask the user to log back in at https://patients.myveeva.com/. MyVeeva for Patients tracks the user’s progress through their uncompleted

submitted the document. How do I

documents, so they can resume reviewing and signing documents easily.

continue?
See the Consent page on the MyVeeva for Patients Help website for more information.
How do I download or print a consent form?

The user can select the Download PDF button in the upper right corner on completed or uncompleted documents to download a form
and can use their browser’s or device’s functionality to print it.
See the Documents page on the MyVeeva for Patients Help website for more information.

I received a new version of a consent form I

Compare the current steady state version of the blank ICF in SiteVault to the blank ICF version that the user previously signed using

already signed. What changed?

Vault’s compare version functionality. You can determine the blank ICF version that the user previously signed by viewing the Approved
ICF Version section of the previously signed ICF's document information.
See the Comparing Documents section of the Managing Documents page for more information.

Other MyVeeva User Issues
The user may also experience the following issues in MyVeeva for Patients or during the consent process:

USER ISSUE

RESOLUTION

I declined an eConsent form

Users should contact the study site to inform them.

accidentally or I changed my
mind. How do I sign?

Site staff can resend the same version or send a new version of the blank ICF to the participant and their signatories. See the Processing Declined
eConsent Forms section for more information.

I want to withdraw from the

Participants should contact the study site to request to withdraw.

study. How do I do that?
The site should follow their existing standard operating procedure (SOP) for withdrawing a participant from a study in SiteVault. If a participant or their
signatories have outstanding uncompleted eConsent forms, the site should cancel those eConsent forms. You can’t cancel an eConsent form that has
been completed in MyVeeva for Patients.
If a user wants to delete their MyVeeva for Patients account, the site should contact Veeva. Otherwise, the user can keep their account active to be
able to view their existing documents and possibly use the account for other studies in the future. MyVeeva for Patients accounts can be used for
multiple sites and studies.
I think someone has hacked my

Ask the user to contact Veeva’s security team at security@veeva.com.

account. What do I do?

Managing eConsent Forms
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Veeva eConsent Glossary
Learn about common terms in Veeva eConsent.

The following terms are common in Veeva eConsent:

TERM

MEANING

Blank ICF

A blank ICF, which has a document type of Informed Consent Form (Blank), is the ICF that you edit to include your ICF content, review with your IRB, and approve for use in
your study.
A blank ICF is like a template ICF for a specific study. Signed ICFs for participants are created using the most recently approved version of the blank ICF.

Placeholder

The placeholder ICF is saved to a participant’s documents as an Informed Consent Form (Signed) document when you send a blank ICF to a participant. It’s upversioned in
SiteVault to include the patient signature or blank signature lines when the participant signs or declines the form in MyVeeva for Patients.

Signed ICF

The signed ICF, which has a document type of Informed Consent Form (Signed), is the ICF with the patient’s signature that the site staff countersigns. It can be traced to the
blank ICF version that the patient signed and vice versa. ICFs that are declined by the participant are also retained as a document with the document type of Informed
Consent Form (Blank) but the signature lines are blank.
When you send a new version of a blank ICF on which a signed ICF is based to a participant, the participant’s signed ICF is upversioned and goes through the completion
process in MyVeeva for Patients and SiteVault again.

eConsent

An eConsent form is an electronic ICF that can be edited in the Veeva eConsent editor and signed by the participant in MyVeeva for Patients. The Veeva eConsent field is
automatically set to Yes on eConsent forms, which distinguishes them from paper ICFs. eConsent forms include both a .PDF rendition and a Veeva eForm, which is a JSON
file that contains the information for the electronic form.

MyVeeva

MyVeeva for Patients is the application in which participants and their signatories review and complete eConsent forms. See MyVeeva for Patients Help and the MyVeeva for

for Patients

Patients Resources page for more information.

Veeva

The Veeva eConsent editor is opened when you select Edit eConsent from the All Actions menu on a blank ICF. It allows you to add, edit, and delete content from the ICF.

eConsent
Editor

Consenting Participants
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MyVeeva for Patients Resources
Learn about help, release, and known issue resources for MyVeeva for Patients and the Veeva Clinical Network products that integrate with it.

The following resources are available for MyVeeva for Patients and Veeva eConsent:

USER

RESOURCE

DESCRIPTION

MyVeeva for

Help

The MyVeeva for Patients Help website documents how to complete tasks as a MyVeeva for Patients user, for example, how to register an account and

Patients

complete eConsent forms.

User
MyVeeva for

Release Notes

The MyVeeva for Patients Release Notes document the features and issue corrections in releases from a MyVeeva for Patient's point of view.

Help

The following resources are available:

Patients
User
Site Staff

SiteVault Help: The Veeva eConsent help beginning on the Overview page documents how to author eConsent forms and consent participants
electronically in SiteVault.
Veeva eConsent Editor Help: The Veeva eConsent Editor Help documents how site and sponsor staff can use the editor to transform source
documents into eConsent forms.
Site Staff

Training

The SiteVault Free Training Resources page provides Veeva eConsent training resources. On the page, you can register for a group training session
about how to use Veeva eConsent and MyVeeva for Patients to consent participants electronically.

Site Staff

Troubleshooting

See the following resources for information about how to troubleshoot during the Veeva eConsent authoring and consenting processes:
eConsent Authors: The Troubleshooting the Veeva eConsent Editor topic in the Veeva eConsent Editor Help describes how to troubleshoot issues
that eConsent form authors may encounter in the editor.
MyVeeva for Patients Users: The Troubleshooting MyVeeva for Patients topic describes how to troubleshoot registration, signature, and other
types of issues that users may encounter in MyVeeva for Patients.

Site Staff

Release Notes

The resources below are available across the Veeva Clinical Network. We recommend that you visit whichever release notes apply to you to understand
everything that is included in a general release.
MyVeeva for Patients: The MyVeeva for Patients release notes on the SiteVault Help website document releases and impact assessments for the
MyVeeva for Patients application and Veeva eConsent editor from the point of view of site and sponsor staff.
SiteVault Free: The SiteVault Release Notes document what's new for sites and when new eConsent functionality is configured in SiteVault Free.
SiteVault Enterprise and Vault Clinical Operations: The release notes on the Vault Help website document Vault releases and impact
assessments, which include descriptions of new Veeva eConsent features and MyVeeva for Patients integrations in Clinical Operations and
SiteVault Enterprise.

Site Staff

Known Issues

The MyVeeva for Patients Known Issues page documents known issues that affect users of MyVeeva for Patients and the Veeva eConsent editor.
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Overview of Connected Studies
Learn about and how to get started with Connected Studies in SiteVault.
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Connected Studies are studies where you can send documents to and receive documents from a sponsor or contract research organization (CRO) directly in SiteVault.
Veeva sells technology to sponsors and CROs that powers these connected studies. This technology is known to sponsors and CROs by the name Veeva Site Connect.
Sponsors and CROs will communicate that a study will be connected during site selection. The sponsor or CRO’s vault is connected to your SiteVault using your
Universal Site Number (USN, a unique number for your site that’s assigned by Veeva after your SiteVault signup is approved). If a sponsor or CRO requests your USN,
you can find it by navigating to the Profiles > Sites tab and opening the record for your site (by selecting it). The USN is displayed in the USN field in the Details section.

The Site Administrator users for your site will receive an email notification and a task to accept a connected study invitation. Once accepted, an active connected study
allows you and the sponsor or CRO to send documents to each other directly in Vault. Once the study is completed, the sponsor or CRO will inactivate the connected
study, which will end the exchange of documents for the study.
A Connected Studies icon (

) is displayed on the study record page for studies with an active connected study. The icon indicates that users can use SiteVault to

exchange study documents directly with a sponsor or CRO’s vault.
See the SiteVault Document Types Reference spreadsheet for the document types that can be sent to a sponsor or CRO on a connected study.

Getting Started
See the following pages for more information on how to get started with Connected Studies:
Connected Studies Videos: See the Connected Studies page to watch short how-to videos on how to get started with a connected study and exchanging
documents.
Accepting Study Invitations: For Site Administrator users, see the Accepting Study Invitations page to learn how to review and accept a study agreement sent from
a sponsor or CRO.
Managing Regulatory Document Requests: For Site Administrator users, see the Managing Regulatory Documents Requests page to learn how to complete a
regulatory document package request.
Sending Documents to Sponsor/CRO: See the Sending Documents to Sponsor/CRO page to learn how to send documents to a sponsor or CRO.
Confirming the Receipt of Safety Documents: For Site Administrator users, see the Confirming the Receipt of Safety Documents page to learn how to
acknowledge the receipt of safety documents or enable the auto-confirmation of safety documents.
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Accepting Study Invitations
Learn how to review and accept a study invitation sent from a sponsor or contract research organization (CRO).
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Study invitations are used to allow the flow of information between your SiteVault and a sponsor or CRO’s vault. Study invitations are always sent from the sponsor or
CRO to you.
During acceptance of the study invitation, you can determine whether the incoming study already exists in your SiteVault. If the study doesn’t exist, SiteVault
automatically creates the study and populates the Study Identifier, Sponsor Site ID, and Sponsor Study ID fields. You can update these fields as needed. In some cases,
accepting a study invitation will also create Study Product records. You can view the created study in the Studies tab.
Once accepted, the following Current-state Person Profile or Organization Profile documents for study team members or organizations that are in an Active state on
your study are automatically transferred to the sponsor or CRO’s vault:
CV
IRB/IEC Compliance
IRB/IEC Composition
Lab Certification
Lab Normal Ranges
Medical License
Training Evidence (non study-specific)

Note

Profile documents for organizations with the role of either Central Lab or Central IRB are not transferred automatically.

In addition, any documents sent from or requested by the sponsor or CRO are displayed in the Documents > Regulatory Document Requests tab.
See the Managing Regulatory Document Requests and Sending Documents to Sponsor/CRO pages to learn more about exchanging documents on a connected study.

Approving a Study Invitation

You can approve a study invitation only after you’ve reviewed and confirmed that all study information is accurate. Complete the following steps to review and approve a
study invitation:
1. In the All Tasks view of the Home tab, select Accept then Complete on the Approve Study Invitation task. SiteVault displays the Review Details section of the study
invitation.
2. Review the study invitation details, then select Next.
3. Select one of the options below in the Resolve Study section depending on whether a record for the study already exists in your SiteVault.
If the study exists, select Yes then search for and select the study.
Select No if the study doesn’t exist. SiteVault creates the incoming study as a new record.
4. If the incoming study includes a product, select Next to move to the Resolve Product section. Select one of the options below depending on whether a record for the
product already exists in your SiteVault. If the incoming study includes more than one product, you can select Next to move to the next section.
If the product exists, select Yes then search for and select the product.
Select No if the product doesn’t exist. SiteVault creates the product as a new record and associates it with the study.
5. When you’re finished resolving the study and any associated products, select Complete.
6. In the Approve Study Invitation dialog box, select Approve then Complete.

Rejecting a Study Invitation
You should only reject a study invitation if you find errors while completing the approval process. We recommended that you reach out to the sponsor or CRO point of
contact before rejecting any invitations.
To reject a study invitation, complete the steps in the Approving a Study Invitation section but select Reject in Step 6.
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Managing Regulatory Document Requests
Learn how to complete a regulatory document package request.
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Once a connected study is active, sponsor and CRO teams will send you a regulatory document request package for the study, which is displayed as a task for your site’s
Site Administrator users and can be viewed in the Documents > Regulatory Document Requests tab. All documents received from a sponsor or CRO are also displayed
in your Library in a Received from Sponsor/CRO state.
The Regulatory Document Requests page consists of the sections below. You can sort, search, and paginate the document sections as needed.
Details: Displays general information about the regulatory document requests such as the study and due date.
Documents to Return: Displays documents that require you to take action such as revising and returning a document.
Other Received Documents: Displays sponsor-original documents that should be kept on file at your site.
Returned Documents: Displays documents that have been sent from your SiteVault to the sponsor or CRO.
To get started, select Accept on the Regulatory Document Request task and complete any open requests.
Each package contains several individual document requests. See the sections below for more information on the types of requests that you might receive. When you
complete the last item in the Documents to Return section, SiteVault automatically closes the Regulatory Document Request task for you.
See the Sending Documents to Sponsor/CRO page for more general information on exchanging documents with a sponsor or CRO’s vault.

Revising and Returning a Document

Located in the Documents to Return section, revise and return documents are those sent from the sponsor or CRO for you to update or sign then return, for example, a
Protocol Signature Page or Acceptance of IB.
Complete the following steps to complete a revise and return request:
1. Initiate the appropriate action on the document, for example, sending the document for PI eSignature or updating the document and moving it to its final state.
2. From the document’s All Actions menu, select either Send Document to Sponsor/CRO or Send to Sponsor/CRO as appropriate. The option that’s displayed
depends on the document type.
3. Enter any comments as needed in the dialog box, then select Continue. The document is removed from the Documents to Return section and, once the transfer is
complete, is displayed in the Returned Documents section.

Providing an Original Document

Also located in the Documents to Return section, these requests are for site-original documents (for example, an IRB/IEC Composition document for a local IRB). A
provide original request requires you to select an existing steady-state document from your library.
Complete the following steps to provide an original document:
1. Ensure that the document exists in your SiteVault and is in a steady state (such as Final).
2. In the Documents to Return section, select Select Existing Document from the actions menu on the row of the request.
3. Select the appropriate document in the dialog box, then select Close.
4. Select either Send Document to Sponsor/CRO or Send to Sponsor/CRO as appropriate from the actions menu of the request, enter any comments as needed in
the dialog box, then select Continue. The document is removed from the Documents to Return section and, once the transfer is complete, is displayed in the
Returned Documents section.

Processing Other Received Documents

Sponsor-original documents for which a copy should be kept on file at the site (for example, a Procedure Manual) are displayed in the Other Received Documents section
of the regulatory document request.
With the exception of sponsor-provided templates such as a financial disclosure form, simply process these documents to a steady state (such as Current or Final) as
appropriate. See the sections below for more information.

Identifying Sponsor-Provided Templates
When a study document is received from a sponsor or CRO, you can determine whether to approve the document as a sponsor-provided template. If approved as a
template, SiteVault prepends [Sponsor Template] to the name of the document, and you can make copies of the document to edit as needed. This ensures that you can
easily distinguish documents that are sponsor-provided templates from nontemplate documents.
This option to designate a received document as a sponsor-provided template is available on the following document types:
Advertisement for Recruitment
Diary (blank)
Financial Disclosure Form
Informed Consent Form (blank)
IP Accountability
IP Quality Complaint
Participant Materials - Other
Participant Questionnaire (blank)
Participant Information Sheet
Study Participation Card
Complete the following steps to specify whether a received document is a sponsor-provided template:
1. From the document’s All Actions menu, select Make Approved for Use, Make Current, or Make Final. The option that’s displayed depends on the document type.
2. If the document should be designated as a sponsor-provided template from which you can make copies and edit if needed, select Yes. The document is approved
and designated as a Sponsor Template and is available to be copied when needed.
3. If no site-specific edits or copies are needed, select No. The document is approved and filed to your eBinder but isn’t considered a template.
4. Select Start.
For any documents designated as a sponsor-provided template, use the Make a Copy action to begin the editing process or each time a copy is needed. Any documents
that are copied from the sponsor template are permanently linked to the template document.
If the source template document is ever updated, you can use the Create Draft from Original Document action on the copied document to update the document to the
new template version

Completing Financial Disclosure Forms
A financial disclosure form is sent as an approved template from the sponsor or CRO and is displayed in the Other Received Documents section of the regulatory
document request.
Complete the following steps to complete a financial disclosure form for each site staff member as appropriate:
1. From the document’s All Actions menu of the financial disclosure form template, select Make a Copy then select Continue in the dialog box.
2. Select the appropriate site staff member in the Person field, then select Save. A draft Financial Disclosure Form document is created.
3. Select Check Out from the All Actions menu of the new draft document. The template is downloaded to your computer.
4. Open the downloaded file and complete the form.
5. Select Check In from the All Actions menu, upload the completed form using the dialog, then select Check In.
6. Finalize the document using the most appropriate option (if not already signed, you can send for electronic signature).
7. Select Send Document to Sponsor/CRO from the All Actions menu to return the completed form.

Rejecting a Document

Note

While rejecting a document removes it from the request, it doesn't remove it from SiteVault. If needed, you can delete the document in the document library

to remove it from SiteVault.

You can reject documents or requests that are duplicates, not needed, or incorrect to remove them from the regulatory document request.
Complete the following steps to reject a document or request:
1. In the Documents to Return section, select Reject from the actions menu on the row of the document or request.
2. Select Yes in the Reject Document Request dialog box.

Finding Documents Sent to SiteVault
Received documents for a connected study are in a Received from Sponsor/CRO state. Creating a shared view for documents in this state helps you to easily identify
these documents in the document library. You can also find received documents for a study in the Documents > Regulatory Document Requests tab.
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Sending Documents to Sponsor/CRO
Learn how to send documents from SiteVault to your sponsor or contract research organization (CRO).
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Overview
Documents that are eligible to be sent to a sponsor or CRO have the Send to Sponsor/CRO or Send Document to Sponsor/CRO option in the document’s All Actions
menu. This applies to the following document states:
Steady-State Documents: Documents in a steady state, such as Current, Approved for Use, and Final.
Documents in a Draft State: Nonsteady-state documents in a Draft state (for example, 0.1 or 1.1) can be sent to a sponsor or CRO to facilitate back-and-forth
collaboration or negotiation until the document is ready to be finalized. When you send a document from the Draft stage, SiteVault automatically updates the state of
the document to In Sponsor Review.
See the SiteVault Document Types Reference spreadsheet for the document types that can be sent to a sponsor or CRO on a connected study.
See the sections below for more information on sending documents to a sponsor or CRO’s vault from SiteVault.

Sending Profile Documents
Profile documents are those that are specific to a person or organization such as a CV or IRB/IEC Compliance document SiteVault automatically transfers profile
documents when the following conditions are met:
An active study invitation exists.
The status of the person or organization profile document is Current.
The person or organization is assigned to the study in an Active state.
When the above conditions are met, the following person and organization profile documents are transferred automatically:
CV
IRB/IEC Compliance
IRB/IEC Composition
Lab Certification
Lab Normal Ranges
Medical License
Training Evidence (non study-specific)

Note

Profile documents for organizations with the role of either Central Lab or Central IRB are not transferred automatically.

As documents are updated and up-versioned over time, the new major version (such as 2.0) is automatically sent to the sponsor or CRO.
On rare occasions, the profile document may not transfer automatically. If needed, you can select Send to Sponsor/CRO from the document’s All Actions menu to send
the document.
For other profile documents that are not transferred automatically, select Send to Sponsor/CRO to transfer the documents as needed. The document must be in its
Current state.
To see a list of profile documents that can be transferred, see the SiteVault Document Types Reference spreadsheet. Filter the spreadsheet by the Organization Profile
and Person Profile lifecycles.

Sending Legal and Financial Documents
Select legal and financial documents can be sent from the Draft, Fully Executed (for legal documents), and Finalized (for financial documents) states. Currently, the
following site-level legal or financial documents can be sent to a sponsor or CRO:
Confidentiality Agreement
Contract
Invoice
To send one of these documents, select Send to Sponsor/CRO from the document’s All Actions menu.
Note that Site Staff users without the Site Profiles add-on are unable to send a legal or financial document to a sponsor or CRO.

Sending Study Documents
Certain study documents can be sent from their steady state (Approved for Use, Current, or Final). See the SiteVault Document Types Reference spreadsheet for the full
list of study documents on the Draft to Approved for Use, Draft to Current, and Draft to Final lifecycles that can be sent to a sponsor or CRO. To send a document, select
Send to Sponsor/CRO or Send Document to Sponsor/CRO from the document’s All Actions menu.
In addition, you can also send the following documents that are often used as study or study and country templates when in the Draft state:
Advertisement for Recruitment
Diary (blank)
Informed Consent Form (blank)
Participant Materials - Other
Participant Questionnaire (blank)
Study Participation Card
This enables you to make a copy of a template, update as needed, then send it to the sponsor or CRO while still in a Draft state for review.
Complete the following steps to copy and edit a document from a template and send it to a sponsor or CRO:
1. Select Make a Copy from the document’s All Actions menu, then select Continue in the dialog box.
2. Enter any required or additional document information, then select Save. A new draft of the document is created.
3. Select Check Out from the All Actions menu of the new draft document. The template is downloaded to your computer.
4. Open the downloaded file and update as needed.
5. Select Check In from the All Actions menu, upload the updated document using the dialog box, then select Check In.
6. Select Send to Sponsor/CRO from the document’s All Actions menu.
If the original template document is updated, you can use the Create Draft from Original Document action on the copied document to update it to the original
document. See the help for Working With Document Templates for more information.
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Confirming the Receipt of Safety Documents
Learn how to acknowledge the receipt of safety documents or enable the auto-confirmation of safety documents.
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Enabling Auto-Confirmation of Safety Documents

Overview
On a connected study, the sponsor or contract research organization (CRO) can distribute safety documents such as IND Safety Reports or Dear Investigator Letters
directly to your SiteVault. You will receive a notification to either confirm the receipt of the safety documents or, if enabled for your site, the safety documents were
automatically acknowledged as received. If more than one document is distributed to your site from a given sponsor or CRO, the documents are grouped into a daily
digest envelope specific to that sponsor or CRO.
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Complete the following steps to confirm the receipt of safety documents:
1. From either your All Tasks or Notifications view, select Continue on the Please Acknowledge Safety Documents task.
2. Review the document or documents and associated information (such as product and study) as needed, select Accept then select Complete.
3. Select the Acknowledged option in the Please Acknowledge Safety Documents dialog box, then select Complete. The sponsor is notified that you acknowledged
the documents.

Enabling Auto-Confirmation of Safety Documents
Note

Although safety documents are automatically acknowledged as received, you must still finalize the documents to file them to your investigator site file.

If the auto-confirmation functionality is enabled, safety documents (of document type Expedited Safety Report) are displayed in your Library in the Received from
Sponsor/CRO status.
Complete the following steps to enable the auto-confirmation of safety documents:
1. Navigate to Profiles > Sites, and select the site in the Name column.
2. Select Edit, select the Auto-Confirm Receipt of Safety Documents check box in the Site Settings section, then select Save.
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Overview of Digital Delegation
Learn about and how to get started with the Digital Delegation feature in SiteVault.
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The Delegation of Authority (DoA) log provides a record of a principal investigator’s (PI) decisions to allow specific site staff members to perform one or more of the PI’s
study responsibilities. Instead of having to manually manage a paper-based, handwritten DoA log, the Digital Delegation feature enables users at your site to delegate,
accept, and approve responsibilities directly in SiteVault, and SiteVault creates or updates the DoA log document for you.
The Digital Delegation feature includes 24 standard responsibilities and a template DoA document based on the industry-standard TransCelerate Site Signature and
Delegation of Responsibilities log template. You can also create your own research organization-wide, site-specific, or study-specific responsibilities to best serve the
needs of your site.
The process of managing responsibilities in SiteVault follows these general steps:
1. Review and adjust the list of responsibilities for your research organization or site.
2. Assign responsibilities to persons at your site.
3. Enable the Digital Delegation feature for your study or studies.
4. Review and adjust the list of responsibilities for the study.
5. Assign site staff to the study.
6. Review and adjust the list of delegated responsibilities for study team members.
7. Send the proposed delegations to study team members for review and acceptance.
8. Send the accepted responsibilities to the PI for review and approval.
9. Review the new or updated DoA document in SiteVault.

Getting Started
See the following pages for more information on how to get started with the Digital Delegation feature in SiteVault:
Digital Delegation Videos: See the Digital Delegation page to watch short how-to videos on using the Digital Delegation feature.
Managing Research Organization and Site Responsibilities: See the Managing Research Organization and Site Responsibilities page to learn how to define a
default list of responsibilities for studies at your site.
Managing Person Responsibilities: See the Managing Person Responsibilities page to learn more about defining a default list of responsibilities for a person at
your site.
Managing Study Responsibilities and Staff Delegations: See the Managing Study Responsibilities and Staff Delegations page to learn how to manage delegated
responsibilities for study team members.
Sending Delegations for Acceptance and Approval: See the Sending Delegations for Acceptance and Approval page to learn how to send proposed delegations
to study team members for acceptance and accepted delegations to the PI for approval.
Accepting or Approving Delegations: See the Accepting or Approving Delegations page to learn how to accept your delegated responsibilities as a study team
member or review and approve the delegations as the PI on a study.
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Managing Research Organization and Site Responsibilities
Learn how to define a default list of responsibilities for studies at your site.
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The information on this page is for creating and managing Responsibility records for your research organization or site. These responsibilities define the default list for
new studies. Once study responsibilities have been created, you can modify responsibilities for that study without affecting the research organization and site defaults. To
learn more about managing study responsibilities and staff delegations, see the Managing Study Responsibilities and Staff Delegations page.
See the Digital Delegation page to watch short how-to videos on using the Digital Delegation feature.

Viewing Responsibility Records
To view the list of responsibilities for your site or research organization, navigate to the Profiles > Responsibilities tab. With a site selected in the vault selector,
SiteVault displays the responsibilities that are specific to that site as well as any that are shared across your research organization. For Research Organization
Administrator users, you can select your research organization in the vault selector to view all site-specific and organization-wide responsibilities across your research
organization.

Managing Responsibility Records
Creating Research Organization-Level Responsibility Records
Complete the steps below to create additional responsibilities for your research organization.
1. From the Profiles > Responsibilities tab, select Create.
2. Enter a name and select a category for the responsibility.
3. Select Save.
The following considerations apply to creating research organization-level responsibilities:
For Research Organization Administrator users, the responsibility is automatically created at the level of your research organization when you have your research
organization selected in the vault selector.
You can update the sharing level of a site-level Responsibility record to research organization-wide, but you’re unable to change a research organization-wide record
to site-specific.

Creating Site-Level Responsibility Records
Complete the following steps to create additional responsibilities for your site:
1. If applicable, ensure that the appropriate site is selected in the vault selector.
2. From the Profiles > Responsibilities tab, select Create.
3. Enter a name and select a category for the responsibility.
4. Select the Only my current Site ([Site Display Name]) sharing option. If you want the record to be available only for a specific study, search for and select the study
in the Applicable Study field.
5. Select Save.

Editing or Deleting Responsibility Records
You can edit and delete Responsibility records if needed. For example, you can update the name of a responsibility to best suit your site’s needs, or you can update the
sharing level of a site-specific responsibility to research organization-wide.
To edit a Responsibility record, navigate to and open the record from the Profiles > Responsibilities tab, and select Edit. If you want to delete a record, select Delete from
the All Actions menu. Note that the twenty-four standard SiteVault Responsibility records and custom records that are associated with a Study Responsibility record can’t
be deleted.
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Managing Person Responsibilities
Learn how to define a default list of responsibilities for a person at your site.

It’s recommended that you assign responsibilities to a person at your site before you assign the person to a study. Assigning responsibilities to site staff enables you to
define the default list of responsibilities for each site staff member.
Later, when you add the staff member to the study, they’ll start with their default list of responsibilities. If one of their default responsibilities doesn’t apply for a particular
study, you can remove it from the study team member’s list of study delegations. See the Managing Study Responsibilities and Staff Delegations page for more
information.
Complete the following steps to assign a responsibility to a person at your site:
1. Navigate to the Profiles > Users tab, and open the User record for the person.
2. Expand the Assigned Responsibilities section and select Assign.
3. Select a responsibility from the list, then select Save.

Note

If you update the responsibilities later after you’ve added the site staff member to a Digital Delegation-enabled study, the person’s study delegations are not

updated automatically. See the Managing Study Responsibilities and Staff Delegations page for more information on how to update the list of study staff
delegations for a study team member.

See the Digital Delegation page to watch short how-to videos on using the Digital Delegation feature.
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Managing Study Responsibilities and Staff Delegations
Learn how to manage delegated responsibilities for study team members.
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Site Staff Member No Longer Assigned to a Study
Site Staff Member Name Change
Updating the PI on the Study

The information on this page is for managing delegated responsibilities for study team members at the level of the study. Before enabling the Digital Delegation feature
for a study, it’s important to first curate the list of Responsibility records for your research organization or site and assign responsibilities to SiteVault users. When you
enable the feature, the curated lists of responsibilities and assignments are copied to the study and become the default lists for your study and study team members. See
the Managing Research Organization and Site Responsibilities and Managing Person Responsibilities pages for more information.
See the Digital Delegation page to watch short how-to videos on using the Digital Delegation feature.

Enabling Digital Delegation
Complete the following steps to enable the Digital Delegation feature for a study:
1. Navigate to the Studies tab and open the study, then expand the Settings section.
2. Select Edit Settings, select the On option, then select Save Settings.
3. Refresh the page (for the changes to be displayed).
A new Study Responsibilities section is displayed that contains the list of standard and any custom responsibilities that have been added for your research organization
or site. In addition, for any study staff assigned to the study, a new Study Staff Delegations section is displayed on their Study Assignment page.

Managing Study Responsibility Records
When you enable the Digital Delegation feature for a study, the Study Responsibilities section is pre-populated with the default list of responsibilities defined for your
research organization and site.
Once the initial list of Study Responsibilities has been created, you can adjust them as needed for the study. For example, you can delete or deactivate a responsibility if
it’s not relevant to the study, or you can create new responsibilities for the study. Any adjustments you make to the study responsibilities do not impact other studies.

Note

If you update the list of research organization- or site-level responsibilities after enabling Digital Delegation for study, the study responsibilities aren’t

updated automatically. You can complete the steps in the section below to add the responsibility to the study.

Creating Study Responsibility Records
Complete the following steps if you want to create a new Study Responsibility record:
1. Navigate to and open the study, expand the Study Responsibilities section, then select Create.
2. Complete one of the following steps depending on whether you want to add an existing Responsibility record or create a new one:
If you want to add an existing research organization- or site-level responsibility to the study, search for and select the record in the Responsibility field. Tip:
Select More Search Options (the binoculars button) in the field to open a dialog that enables you to search and filter the available records.
If you want to create a new responsibility, select into the Responsibility field and select Create Responsibility. The Create Responsibility option is at the bottom
of the list of responsibilities.

Editing, Deactivating, or Deleting Study Responsibility Records
Complete the following steps to manage Study Responsibility records:
1. Open the study responsibility that you want to manage. The record can be accessed from the Study Responsibilities section of the study.
2. If you want to edit the responsibility, select Edit. Note that you can only edit the Notes field of the record.
3. If you want to delete the record, select Delete. This deletes the responsibility from the study but not the research organization- or site-level responsibility it’s based
on.
4. If you want to deactivate the record, select Change State to Inactive.

Adding Site Staff to a Study
See the Managing Study Assignments, Products, and Organizations section of the Managing Studies page for more information on adding site staff to a study as study
team members.

Managing Study Staff Delegations
When you add a site staff member to a study with the Digital Delegation feature enabled, the person’s default list of responsibilities are copied as delegations to their
study team assignment. You can view the list of delegations in the Study Staff Delegations section of the user’s Study Assignment page.
Once you’ve added the staff member to the study, you can update their study delegations as needed. For example, you can delete a delegation if it’s not relevant to the
study, or you can create new delegations for the user.
The following considerations also apply to a study team member’s study delegations:
If you update the user’s default list of responsibilities after adding them to the study, their study delegations aren’t updated automatically. You can complete the steps
in the section below to add a proposed study delegation for the user.
If study team assignments already exist for a study before you enable the Digital Delegation feature, the user’s default list of responsibilities may or may not be
copied to the study when you enable the feature depending on the state of the user’s Study Assignment record. If the Study Assignment is in the Proposed state, the
person’s list of default responsibilities are copied as Proposed study staff delegations. If the Study Assignment record is in the Active state, the default
responsibilities aren’t copied, but you can add them using the steps below.
If you make a change to a study team member’s delegations after the PI has already approved, the status of the user’s Study Assignment record is updated to
Proposed Changes - Acceptance Needed. Ensure that you resend the proposed study delegations for acceptance and PI approval when you’re finished.

Creating Study Staff Delegation Records
Complete the following steps if you want to create a new study delegation for a user:
1. Navigate to and open the Study Assignment page for the user, expand the Study Staff Delegations section, then select Create.
2. Search for and select the record in the Study Responsibility field. Tip: Select More Search Options (the binoculars button) in the field to open a dialog that enables
you to search and filter the available records.
3. Optionally, enter a start date for the proposed delegation.
4. Select Save.

Editing, Deactivating, or Deleting Study Staff Delegations
Complete the following steps to manage Study Staff Delegation records:
1. Open the record for the record that you want to manage. The record can be accessed from the user’s Study Assignment page on the study.
2. If you want to edit the delegation, select Edit. Note that you cannot edit records that are active (have been approved by the PI).
3. If you want to delete the record, select Delete.
4. If you want to deactivate the record, select Change State to Inactive.

Viewing the Delegation of Authority Log
When the PI approves, SiteVault generates a new or updated version of the Delegation of Authority (DoA) document and files it to the PI Oversight section of the study
eBinder. You can view the DoA in your eBinder or by searching in your Library.

Appendix - Additional Scenarios
Site Staff Member No Longer Assigned to a Study
Complete the following steps if you need to update your DoA document to remove a study team member and their delegations from a study:
1. Navigate to the study and open the Study Assignment page for the study team member in the Study Team Assignment section.
2. Select Change State to Make Inactive from the Workflow and State Change menu, and start the action. The status of the study team member’s record is updated to
Make Inactive.
3. Complete the steps in the Sending Accepted Study Delegations for PI Approval section on the Sending Delegations for Acceptance and Approval page.
After the PI approves, the DoA is updated to indicate that the staff member along with their delegated responsibilities have been made inactive on the study. The staff
member’s Study Assignment record is also updated to Inactive.

Site Staff Member Name Change
Complete the following steps if you need to update the name of a site staff member in your DoA document:
1. From the Profiles > Users tab, open the User record for the site staff member and edit the name as needed.
2. Navigate to the study and open the Study Assignment page for the site staff member.
3. Select Name Change Annotation from the Workflow and State Change menu, enter a note, then start the action.
4. Complete the steps in the Sending Accepted Study Delegations for PI Approval section on the Sending Delegations for Acceptance and Approval page.
After the PI approves, the DoA is updated with the note about the name change.

Updating the PI on the Study
Note

When you update the PI on the study, the status of any existing study delegations are updated to Accepted - PI Approval Needed. The delegations will

become active again when the new PI approves.

Complete the following steps if you need to update the PI in your DoA document:
1. Navigate to the Study Assignment record on the study for the current PI, and update the status of the record to Inactive.
2. Create a new Study Assignment record for the new PI, and update the status of the record to Active.
3. Complete the steps in the Sending Accepted Study Delegations for PI Approval section on the Sending Delegations for Acceptance and Approval page.
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Sending Delegations for Acceptance and Approval
Learn how to send proposed delegations to study team members for acceptance and accepted delegations to the PI for approval.

On This Page
Sending Proposed Study Delegations to Site Staff for Acceptance
Sending Accepted Study Delegations for PI Approval

See the Digital Delegation page to watch short how-to videos on using the Digital Delegation feature.

Sending Proposed Study Delegations to Site Staff for Acceptance
When you’re finished managing a study team member’s delegations, complete the following steps to send the proposed delegations for acceptance:
1. Navigate to and open the Study Assignment page for the study team member.
2. Select Send Delegations for Acceptance and start the action. SiteVault sends the user a task to review and accept the study assignment and delegations.

Sending Accepted Study Delegations for PI Approval
When a study team member accepts their assignment and delegations, SiteVault creates a PI Approval record that you can send to the PI for approval. The PI Approval
record contains all of the currently accepted but unapproved delegations. As more study team members accept their delegations, SiteVault updates the PI Approval
record with the new or updated delegations. You can send the PI Approval record for approval at any time, whether after a single study team member accepts or waiting
until all study team members have accepted.
Complete the following steps to send the delegations for approval:
1. Ensure that the PI is added to the study as a study team member with the role of Principal Investigator in the Active state.
2. Navigate to the study and expand the Delegations Ready for PI Approval section, then select the link for the PI Approval record to open the PI Approval page.
3. If needed, expand the Study Staff Delegations section to review the delegations.
4. Select Send Delegations for PI Approval on the page and start the action. SiteVault sends the PI a task to review and approve the study assignments and
delegations.
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Overview of Digital Delegation
Managing Research Organization and Site Responsibilities
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Accepting or Approving Delegations
Learn how to accept your delegated responsibilities as a site staff member, or review and approve the delegated responsibilities as the principal
investigator (PI) on a study.

On This Page
Accepting Study Assignment and Delegations
Approving Staff Assignments and Delegations

See the Digital Delegation page to watch short how-to videos on using the Digital Delegation feature.

Accepting Study Assignment and Delegations
Complete the following steps to accept your study assignment and delegations:
1. Navigate to the All Tasks view in the Home tab, and select the link on the Accept Study Assignment and Delegations task to open the task.
2. Expand the Study Staff Delegations section to review any new or updated delegations.
3. Select Complete, then select Accept and confirm the action.
Note that you cannot accept or reject single delegations, and your decision applies to all of the delegations that are listed. If needed, you can reject the delegations and
enter a reason for rejection. The user who sent the proposed delegations to you will receive a notification with your comment.

Approving Staff Assignments and Delegations
Note

This section applies only to the PI on the study.

Complete the following steps to approve staff assignment and delegations:
1. Navigate to the All Tasks view in the Home tab, and select the link on the Approve Staff Assignment and Delegations task to open the task.
2. Expand the Study Staff Delegations section to review any new or updated delegations. SiteVault only displays the new or updated delegations that are ready for
approval.
3. Select Complete, then select Approve and confirm the action.
Note that you cannot approve or reject single delegations, and your decision applies to all of the delegations that are listed. If needed, you can reject the staff assignment
and delegations and enter a reason for rejection. The user who sent the proposed delegations to you will receive a notification with your comment.
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Reports
On This Page
How to View Reports
Opening Documents from Reports
Exporting Reports
Sharing Reports
How to Share Reports
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Creating Reports
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Sorting Results
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Reordering Report Objects
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Special Columns
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Action Columns
Workflow Actions
Distribution Actions
Workflow or Task Report Fields
Formula Fields
Conditional Fields
About Report Types
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Types with Multiple Up or Down Objects

Reports help you answer important business questions about your users, documents, and studies. For example, you can:
Identify documents nearing their expiration date.
Prepare for an upcoming monitoring visit.
Measure how quickly your site responds to eSignature requests.

How to View Reports
To view a report, navigate to the Reports tab and click into a report from the list view.

Opening Documents from Reports
If the report you are viewing contains documents, you can access them by clicking on the document link or hovering over the link and opening the document in a separate
window using the document flyout icon (see below) on the hovercard.

Exporting Reports
You can export report results in several different formats from the Actions menu.

Sharing Reports
SiteVault uses limited Dynamic Access Control to manage user access and share reports. Some users may have automatic access to reports through Custom Sharing
Rules based on the Report Administrators and Report Owners System-Provided Groups. You can also share a report with specific users or groups via manual
assignment.

How to Share Reports
1. From the report’s Actions menu, click Sharing Settings.

2. On the Sharing Settings page, click Add.
3. In the Add Manual Assignment dialog, select the desired role and the user or groups to add to it.
4. Click Save. Assigned users or groups can immediately access the report.
To remove a user or group from a role, click Remove from the Actions menu for that user or group in the Access via Manual Assignment section. Note that Read-only
users will never appear in the Users and Groups drop-down.

Sharing Roles
When sharing a report, you can assign users to Editor or Viewer roles. You must have an Editor or Owner role to assign users to roles for a given Report object record:
Viewer: Viewers have read-only access to reports. They can only run and view the report, or make a copy of it. If the report has run-time input filters, viewers can
enter filter criteria. When viewers want to make changes to a report, they can copy it and make their edits in the duplicate version.
Editor: Editors can modify, share, and delete a report. They have all the same rights as the user who created the report.
Owner: Owners have all of the permissions of editors and viewers. Only owners can assign other users or roles to be Owners, or edit the schedule of flash reports.

Creating Reports
Reports help you answer important business questions about documents, workflows, and object records in your vault. For example, a report could help you identify:
Which users have overdue tasks
How long the MLR review process usually takes in your vault
Statuses of each site within a study
This section covers how to build a matrix or tabular report.

How to Create Reports
To create a new report:
1. From the Reports tab, click Create > Report
2. From the Create Report menu, select a Report Type to indicate the kind of data that your report should include. See details on report type.
3. Click Continue.
4. Optional: Enter a Name and Description for the report. If you skip this step, you can enter these details when saving the report.
5. Make selections for the various report options.
6. Click Continue to open the report builder. See report builder details for tabular or matrix reports.
7. Click Run to view the results. If needed, you can return to the report builder and modify the report details.
8. Click Save when you’re satisfied with the report.
After building the report, you may want to share or export it.

Basic Report Options
In the first screen of report creation, the options you select control the results that appear in your report and the format of the report.

Report Type
Report Type determines the “reporting objects” for the new report. For example, Document means that your report will only look at documents, whereas Product with
Campaign means that your report looks at Product and Campaign records. Learn more about report types.

Document Type
By selecting a document type in the Create Report page, you:
Limit the documents in the report to only those with the specified document type, subtype, or classification. You can also accomplish this by creating filters in the
report builder.
Limits the document fields available for selection as columns, filters, etc. Without a document type selected, all document fields are available. With a document type
selected, only fields defined for the selected type and its subtypes or classifications are available.

Enabling Filter & Column Aliases
Selecting the Enable filter and column aliases checkbox allows you to set aliases that appear for columns (tabular only) and filters in the report viewer and in the
exported report. This option also allows you to remove the Name column for each reporting object. Aliases are particularly useful for reports sent to regulatory agencies
that expect specific naming conventions for columns and filters.

Including Previous Document Versions
By default, reports only include the latest version of a document, with one row for each document. Selecting the Include previous document versions checkbox
includes all previous versions of a document.
Cross-version reports include:
A separate row for each major and minor version you have access to which fits the report’s filters
A sortable and filterable Version column that combines the major and minor version numbers (0.1, 0.2, 1.0, etc.)
A filterable State Type field that shows the special state type (Steady, Superseded, etc.) for each document version
Filterable Steady State Begin and Steady State End fields indicating the first and last date on which a document version was in its lifecycle’s Steady state
This option is available for the Document and [Object] with Document report types.
Note that reports show only documents and versions that the report viewer can access. If necessary, you can use the Is Latest Version boolean field to differentiate
between the latest and previous versions of documents in the report.

Document Scope
If your vault uses the Document Archive feature, you can choose to report on either archived documents or active documents using the Document Scope selection. You
will only see this option if your security profile includes the View Archive permission.
Document Scope is available for the Document report type.

Tabular Reports
In a tabular report, each row represents an individual record: a document, document version, study, product, etc. Reports with multiple reporting objects show rows
grouped by the primary object. For example, a Product with Document report would show the WonderDrug product row followed by rows for each WonderDrug document,
and then a row for the CholeCap product, etc.

Adding Columns
By default, new reports include a column showing the Name field for each reporting object. You can add columns to show additional fields. Some columns aren’t related
to a specific field, for example, the Actions column, count column, and various workflow or task columns.
To add columns:
1. Click Edit Column(s).
2. In the Edit Column to Display dialog, fields are grouped and color-coded according to their related object (Product, Document, etc.).
3. Choose fields from Available Columns and move them to Displayed Columns. Note that the Restore link here reverts the displayed columns to the last saved
values.
4. Click Save.

Row Character Limits
There is no maximum number of columns. Vault only allows up to 21,884 characters per row. In some cases, viewers may see the following error message when they
attempt to run the report: “The total number of characters in some of the report rows exceeds the maximum. Remove some columns and run the report again. Certain
field types (picklist, object references, and user references like Created By or Workflow Initiator) use a large number of characters (1,500). When creating or editing
reports, be aware of how many of these fields you include; including more than ~10 could result in errors.

Setting Column Aliases
You can rename a column in the report viewer and exported report results by setting a column alias. This is only available if you select Enable filter and column aliases
during report creation.
To set, remove, or change a column alias:
1. Click the pencil icon in the column header.
2. Enter an Alias. Remove the alias by clicking Clear.
3. Click OK.

Adding Groups
Use groups to organize your documents by a specific field. You can create up to two levels of grouping, for example, you could group a document report by Product and
then by Studies.
To add a group:
1. Click the Group rows by drop-down menu and choose a field.
2. Add a secondary grouping by clicking Add field to group by and choosing another grouping field.
3. Click Save.

Defining Summary Calculations on Number Fields
If you group rows in a tabular report, you can choose to perform summary calculations on number fields. For example, you could show the average number of pages for a
specific document type by grouping on Type and selecting the Avg calculation on the Pages column.

If you rearrange columns so that the number column is the first column, the report viewer cannot show an aggregate value on that column.

Sorting Results
By default, reports sort on the Name value for the primary reporting object, for example, Product Name in the Product with Document report type. You can set a different
sort order.
To sort results for the primary reporting object:
1. Click on a column header to sort by that column. Vault sorts (ascending) by this column’s value.
2. To sort descending, click on the column header again. The column header shows an arrow indicating the current sort (up for ascending and down for descending).
3. Click Save.
If you apply a grouping to report rows, you can set the sort order for the groups:
1. In the Sort groups by drop-down list, choose a sort order.
2. Click Save.
You can also sort on any field for an up object that the primary reporting object references.

Setting Column Width
By defining a column width in the report builder, Vault saves the setting and applies it when any user views the report. Users can also modify column widths when
viewing, but these changes are not saved.
To set column widths:
1. Move your cursor to the line between two columns.
2. Drag the line to resize the columns.

3. Click Save.

Reordering Report Objects
For reports with multiple up objects, you can change the order in which objects appear to emphasize those that are most important.
1. Click Edit Columns.
2. In the Edit Columns to Display dialog, click a bolded object label for a primary or up object in Displayed Columns. You cannot select down objects.
3. Click the up and down arrow buttons to move the object.
4. Click Ok to save your object arrangement.
You’ll see your report’s new order in the report builder, the report viewer, and report exports.
This option is available for the Object report type.

Matrix Reports
When building a matrix report, you select grouping fields for both the rows and columns. You also select a calculation for Vault to perform in the union of each row and
column. For example, you could group rows by Subtype, group columns by Coordinator, and then average the MLR Review Time field value in the cells.

Selecting Grouping Fields
Select fields from the Group columns by and Group rows by drop-down lists.

Defining Summary Calculations
By default, a matrix report counts the number of records that match the criteria defined by the column and row fields. To use a different calculation, select a function from
the picklist in the cell. When choosing a summary calculation other than Count, select a numeric field on which to perform the calculation, for example, average of values
for MLR Review Time.

Special Columns
Most columns simply use document or object fields, but some columns are metrics specific to reports. These are only available in tabular reports.

Record Count Columns
Tabular reports offer “count” columns for each reporting object, for example, Document Count. You can display a count value as a Number or a Percent of Total. For
example, in a report that groups documents by product, you could show the percentage of documents for each product, of the total documents in the report.

Action Columns
In some reports, you can add the Action column. This allows report viewers to access various actions from inside the report.
Actions that the report viewer does not have permission to access don’t appear in the Actions menu, but the Actions menu always appears unless the workflow is
complete for Workflow reports or task is complete for Read & Understood reports.

Workflow Actions
In workflow reports, the Actions menu shows the same options as Active Workflows page or Active Workflow panel, for example, Add Participants for workflows or
Reassign for tasks.
The configuration of the report determines which actions are visible: if the row in the report does not contain task-level information, the Actions menu only shows
workflow options.

Distribution Actions
Distribution reports show different actions based on the type of distribution displayed. For example, for controlled copies, report viewers can update the status of the
distribution to reflect recalls.

Workflow or Task Report Fields
The Workflow with Document and Workflow with [Object] report types provide additional fields that relate to document and object workflows and tasks. Note: This article
refers to workflow tasks.

Reporting Object

Field Name

Description

Workflow Task

Action

Allows report viewers to access workflow and task actions from inside the report for in-progress
workflows.

Task

Task Assignment Date

Date on which the task was assigned to a user; for Available tasks, this is the date on which a user
accepts the task; Vault updates this date if a user reassigns the task.

Task

Task Cancelation Date

Date on which the task was cancelled; this will be null if the task is not cancelled.

Task

Task Comment

Comment added by task owner when completing the task

Task

Task Completion Date

Date on which the user completed the task

Task

Task Creation Date

Date on which Vault created the task; for the first tasks in a workflow, this should be the same date as
the workflow start date. For many tasks, this will be the same as Task Assignment Date.

Task

Task Due Date

Date on which the task is due, specified by the workflow owner

Task

Task Duration

Amount of time between the task creation and task completion; this field will be blank for tasks that are
not yet complete.

Task

Task Name

Name entered for the task in the workflow configuration

Task

Task Owner

User assigned to complete the task

Task

Task Queue Group

List of users that received an Available task

Task

Task Reason Code / Capacity

Reason Code / Capacity that user chose during task completion, if the task configuration required a
reason code. Note that this data appears in two separate fields (Task Reason Code and Task
Capacity) for object workflow reports.

Task

Task Status

Current status of the task: Completed, Canceled, Assigned, or Available

Task

Task Verdict

Verdict that user chose during task completion, if the task configuration required a verdict

Task

Task Verdict Reason

The user’s explanation of the chosen verdict, if the task configuration allows or requires a verdict
reason. Note that this field is only populated in Multi-Document Workflows.

Task

Task Verdict Comment

Comments regarding the task verdict, if the task configuration allows or requires a verdict comment.
Note that this field is only populated in Multi-Document Workflows.

Task

Task Instructions

Custom task instructions that workflow owners provide for task owners. Note that this field is only
available for the Workflow with Document report type.

Workflow

Workflow Cancelation Date

Date on which the workflow was canceled, either by a user or automatically

Workflow

Workflow Completion Date

Date on which the workflow completed; should be the same date as the last task completion in the
workflow

Workflow

Workflow Doc Version

Version that document was in when the workflow started

Workflow

Workflow Document Major Version Number

Major version number of version that document was in when the workflow started

Workflow

Workflow Document Minor Version Number

Minor version number of version that document was in when the workflow started

Workflow

Workflow Due Date

Date on which the workflow is due, specified by the workflow owner or by configuration

Workflow

Workflow Duration

Amount of time between the workflow start and workflow completion; this field will show the time
between the report’s last run/refresh and the workflow start if the workflow is not complete.

Workflow

Workflow Group ID

Identifier for the package (eTMF) if the workflow was bulk started on multiple documents using the
Document Packages feature

Workflow

Workflow Owner

User who initially started the workflow

Workflow

Workflow Process ID

Unique identifier for the specific run of the workflow

Workflow

Workflow Start Date

Date on which the workflow started

Workflow

Workflow Status

Current status of the workflow: Complete, Cancelled, or Active

Workflow

Workflow Task ID

Unique identifier for the specific task; in workflows that assign a task to multiple users, each of those
tasks will have its own ID

Workflow

Workflow Type

Type of workflow according to configuration: Read & Understood or Standard. This field is not
available for object workflow reports.

Formula Fields
Formula fields allow you to define formulas in your reports. Similar to creating an object formula field, you can select from a full list of objects in the report.
Note that formula fields are currently available only on tabular reports. Conditional fields, and matrix reports are not currently supported.
You can add formula fields as columns in your report, and use formulas for grouping, sorting, and filtering.
To define a formula:
1. Under Formula Fields, select Create Formula Field.
2. Select an Object.
3. Enter a Label.
4. Select a Return Type.
5. Enter a Maximum Length.
6. Enter a Formula Expression. For more detailed instructions on writing the formula expression, see Creating Formulas in Vault.
7. Click Check Syntax. Vault will let you know if your expression is valid.
8. Click Save.
To edit or delete a formula field, click the formula label.

Conditional Fields
Conditional fields let you set up labels based on other field values. For example, the Status Group conditional field could look at Document Status for documents with
different lifecycles and groups those statuses together: Complete label for Approved, Approved for Use, Approved for Distribution and In Progress for Pending Review, In
Review, In Approval, etc. You can then use the conditional field for grouping or as a column in a tabular report. You cannot use conditional fields as filters on the report.
Conditional fields are available for all report types except Distribution, Binder, and Read & Understood.
To define conditions:
1. Under Conditional Fields, select Create Conditional Field.
2. Enter a label for the conditional field.
3. Click Create Category.
4. Select a field, operator, and value. Note that equals must match on one field only, whereas In allows you to select multiple fields.
5. Select a color for the label with the color palette. This colors columns, bars, and pie wedges in the dashboard.
6. Optional: If needed, define multiple conditions by clicking Add condition. You can have up to five conditions in each category.
7. Optional: If needed, define multiple categories by clicking Create Category.
8. Fill in the Default Category. If none of the other conditions are satisfied, default category label and color will be used.
9. Click Save.
Reports evaluate categories in order. If a record meets conditions in the first category, Vault applies the first category’s label. If a record doesn't meet the conditions, Vault
evaluates the next category. The default category applies to records that don't meet any of the conditions.

About Report Types
Report Type determines the “reporting objects” for the new report. For example, Document means that your report looks at documents as records, whereas Study with
Products means that your report looks at Product and Study records.
The report type also affects what fields are available as report columns, filters, etc. When a user creates a new report, the first step is selecting a report type for it.
Vault includes standard, default report types, which are not editable, but also allows Admins to create custom report types. Custom report types are the only way to create
certain kinds of reports, including a report that displays only object data records without including documents, or a report that displays details for custom objects.

Standard Report Types
Report

Description

Type

Primary

Secondary

Object

Objects

Document

Shows documents as unique records and allows you to use document fields

Document

Workflow

Shows workflows or tasks as unique records and allows you to use document fields as well as workflow fields like Task Owner, Workflow Due

Workflow

Document

with

Date, and Workflow Name.

Workflow

Document

Workflow

[Object]

[Object]

Document

Document
Workflow

Shows workflows or tasks as unique records and allows you to use document fields as well as workflow fields like Task Owner, Workflow Due

with

Date, and Workflow Name.

Document
Workflow

Shows workflows or tasks as unique records and allows you to use specific object fields as well as workflow fields like Task Owner, Workflow

with

Status, and Workflow Name. Note that Admins must create this report type for each particular object to display in your vault.

[Object]
[Object]

Shows Vault object records for a specific object as unique records and allows you to use document fields. These report types are available for

with

each standard object (Product, Study, etc.) in your vault.

Document

Types with Multiple Up or Down Objects
You may have certain report types that include multiple up or down objects, such as a Product with Study Products and Documents report. In that report type, Products is
the primary reporting object, with Study Product and Documents as down objects. Note that reporting with multiple up or down objects is only available for tabular reports.
An “up” object is an object related through a reference or parent relationship to the primary reporting object. A “down” object is a child object, simple join object, an object
related through a reference relationship, or related documents.

Accepting or Approving Delegations
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Overview of Dashboards
Dashboards provide an at-a-glance understanding of key metrics. Each dashboard contains one or more dashboard components, and each component displays metrics
from a report.

Creating New Dashboards
Complete the following steps to create a new dashboard:
1. From the Dashboard tab, select Create to open the builder.
2. Choose the layout (2 columns or 3 columns) from the list.
3. Select Add Component and set options in the Add New Component dialog box. Review the component settings for each chart type: Gauge, Number, Column,
Pareto, Bar, Line, and Pie.
4. Repeat the process to create as many components as you need to display on the dashboard. You can add up to 15 components.
5. Optionally, rearrange components by dragging the component to the new location.
6. Optionally, select the bullhorn icon on the component header to feature that chart at the top of the dashboard.
7. Select Save & Run.

Using Run-Time Inputs With Dashboards
Run-time inputs enable dashboard viewers to dynamically update a dashboard to show information most relevant to them. For example, a PromoMats organization uses
a dashboard with components that measure average approval time and number of review cycles. This dashboard is shared across the organization, but individual users
who access the dashboard can use run-time inputs to filter on specific products or therapeutic areas.
SiteVault remembers your filter settings when you leave and return to the dashboard. The same filter is applied each time you rerun the dashboard. To change your filter
preference, select the edit icon (pencil icon) next to Filters in the upper-left corner of the dashboard window.
To use run-time inputs with dashboards, select a report with run-time inputs when creating a dashboard component. When running dashboards, users enter run-time filter
values to use in the dashboards. SiteVault combines run-time filters that reference the same object and use the same operator.

Copying Dashboards
If you want to create a dashboard that shares components with another dashboard, you can copy the existing dashboard. You must be the dashboard’s owner or have
the Editor role to copy the dashboard.
Complete the following steps to copy a dashboard:
1. From the Dashboards tab or from inside a specific dashboard, select Make a Copy from the Actions menu.
2. Enter a name and, optionally, a description for the new dashboard.
3. Select Continue.
4. Make any necessary edits to the new dashboard. When finished, select Save or Save & Run.

Editing Dashboards
Only the dashboard owner or a user listed as editor for the dashboard can edit a dashboard. To open edit mode, open the dashboard and select Edit. When finished,
select Save or Save & Run.

You can complete the following actions in edit mode:
Rename or edit the dashboard component by selecting the pencil icon by the dashboard name.
Review the component settings for each chart type.
Delete a dashboard component by selecting the X icon by the component name.
Rearrange dashboard components by selecting the component and dragging it to a new location in the dashboard.
Change the dashboard layout.
Add a new component by selecting Add Component.
Select the bullhorn icon to feature or unfeature a specific chart. The featured chart appears in full width at the top of the dashboard.

Creating Gauge Charts

Complete the following steps to create a dashboard component that shows a gauge chart:
1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a name for the component.
3. Select Gauge as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric from that report to serve as the data for the chart. If the report uses grouping, choose whether to include all
groups or select specific groups.
5. On the Formatting tab, enter the range of metric values to be displayed on the chart. If you want the exact metric value to appear below the chart, select Display
Actual Value and enter the unit label. Select the Display Metric Label checkbox to display the name of the metric in the chart. Select the Display Groupings
checkbox to display details for the groupings applied to the chart. You can also add up to three colored bands to the chart by selecting a color and an end value for
the band.
6. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.

Creating Number Charts

Complete the following steps to create a dashboard component that shows a number chart:
1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a name for the component.
3. Select Number as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric from that report to serve as the data for the chart.
5. Select All Values or choose a specific grouping (only available for grouped reports).
6. Optionally, select the % of Grand Total checkbox to display this chart as a percentage. This is only available if your metric is a sum or count and the chart displays a
specific grouping.
7. On the Formatting tab, enter a unit label for the number. If you want the number to be displayed in a specific color, depending on the value, use the range selectors to
choose a color and enter the start and end values for the range. Note that the ranges must be in ascending order, meaning that Range 1 must be lower numbers than
Range 2.
8. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.

Creating Bar Charts

Complete the following steps to create a dashboard component that shows a bar chart:
1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a name for the component.
3. Select Bar as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric (x-axis value) from that report to serve as the data for the chart. In Y-Axis (Category), select a field to serve as
category in the report. In Group By, select a field to group by in each category. Select Stacked, Grouped, or % Stacked as the group styling.
5. On the Formatting tab, choose to show or hide the x- and y-axis labels. Modify the labels if needed. Select the Show Chart Values checkbox to display the exact
value for each category or group after the bar. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart. Enter a value for Target Line if you want to
display a target value as a line on the chart.
6. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
7. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.

Creating Column Charts

Complete the following steps to create a dashboard component that shows a column chart:
1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a name for the component.
3. Select Column as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric (y-axis value) from that report to serve as the data for the chart. In X-Axis (Category), select a field to serve as
category in the report. In Group By, select a field to group by in each category. Select Stacked, Grouped, or % Stacked< as the group styling.
5. On the Formatting tab, choose to show or hide the x and y axis labels. Modify the labels if needed. Select the Show Chart Values checkbox to display the exact
value for each category or group after the bar. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart. Enter a value for Target Line if you want to
display a target value as a line on the chart.
6. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
7. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.

Creating Pareto Charts

Complete the following steps to create a dashboard component that shows a pareto chart:</p>
1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a name for the component.
3. Select Pareto as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric (y-axis value) from that report to serve as the data for the chart. Only reports with with groups can be used for
pareto charts. In X-Axis (Category), select a field to serve as category in the report. If the report has a single grouping, this will be the X-Axis.
5. On the Formatting tab, choose to show or hide the x- and y-axis labels. Modify the labels if needed. Select the Show Chart Values checkbox to display the exact
value for each category or group after the bar. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart. Enter a value for Target Line if you want to
display a target value as a line on the chart.
6. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
7. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.

Creating Line Charts

Complete the following steps to create a dashboard component that shows a line chart:
1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a name for the component.
3. Select Line as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a Metric (y-axis value) from that report to serve as the data for the chart. In X-Axis (Category), select a field to serve as the
category in the report. In Group By, select a field to group by in each category, if available.
5. On the Formatting tab, choose to show or hide the x- and y-axis labels. Modify the labels if needed. Select the Show Chart Values checkbox to display the exact
value for each category or group after the bar. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart. Enter a value for Target Line if you want to
display a target value as a line on the chart.
6. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
7. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.

Creating Pie Charts

Complete the following steps to create a dashboard component that shows a pie chart:
1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a name for the component.
3. Select Pie as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric from that report to serve as the data for the chart. In Group By, select a field to group by in each category.
5. On the Formatting tab, select the Show Category Labels checkbox to display the labels for each grouping category. Select Show Percentages to display the
percentage for each grouping category. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart.
6. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
7. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.

Limits for Reports
The following considerations apply to using reports with dashboards:
For Gauge and Number charts, you can use any report except a matrix report that groups on a Date or DateTime field.
For other charts, you can use any report that uses grouping but not a report that is ungrouped.
Reports that use Show as % as a grouping option cannot be used on dashboards.
Reports with multiple down objects cannot be used on dashboards.
The following table provides a visual representation of supported chars for various report formats:

Chart Types
Gauge
No Groups

X

Number

Bar

Line

Pie

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Grouped by
Report

Column

Date field

Format
Grouped by
non-Date

X

X

field

Viewing and Sharing Dashboards
The dashboards that are available to you are those that you have created or that another user has created and shared with you.

Viewing Dashboards
To view a dashboard, select the dashboard name from the Dashboards page or select Save & Run from the editing page.

Using Legends

Legends can appear in bar or column charts. By selecting a specific group in the legend, you can hide that group in the chart. Select again to make the group reappear.

Viewing Source Reports
To view the source report for any dashboard component, select anywhere on the dashboard chart.

Downloading Charts as Images
Vault allows you to download specific dashboard components as image files. Note that this option is only available for bar, column, and pie charts.
Complete the following steps to download a chart:
1. While viewing a dashboard, select the full screen icon for the specific chart.
2. Select Download Image in the lower-right corner of the pop-up box.

Sharing Dashboards
Complete the following steps to share a dashboard:
1. From the Dashboards tab or from inside a specific dashboard, select Share from the Actions menu.
2. Add users in the Editors and Viewers fields. Editors are able to edit, copy, and share the dashboard. Viewers have view-only access.
3. Select OK.
When you share a dashboard, the users you share with automatically receive the corresponding permission (Viewer or Editor) on most related reports.

About Record Count
In addition to metrics configured in a report, you can also use the Record Count metric for all reports. This metric allows you to create a dashboard component that shows
the total number of records (documents, workflows, and so on) returned by the report or in a specific grouping in the report and makes it possible to use a report with no
other numeric metrics in a dashboard component.

About Cached Dashboards
When you view a dashboard, SiteVault saves the data so that the dashboard opens more quickly when you return to it. SiteVault automatically refreshes the data every
36 hours. If you want to ensure that you are seeing the most accurate and recent data, select Refresh after opening the dashboard.

About Color Coding
By default, SiteVault automatically chooses colors to represent a grouping in a dashboard chart. Color coding is on a chart-by-chart basis, so one chart in a dashboard
may display a product in yellow, while another chart displays this product in blue.

Reports
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Electronic Investigator Site File (eISF) Reference Model
The Electronic Investigator Site File (eISF) Reference Model is an initiative to define a reference model - standard record names, attributes, and structure - that should be
used to electronically manage clinical trial records at a research site. The specific focus on electronic record management is the key differentiator of this initiative.
Click here to download the current version of the eISF Reference Model.
This initiative aims to deliver for research sites the following kinds of benefits that the TMF Reference Model has provided for sponsors and CROs:
Consistency of record keeping & organization
Simplified reviews for sponsors, CROs, auditors, and inspectors
Simplified exchange of records with sponsors, CROs, and IRBs/IECs
Veeva will implement the eISF Reference Model in SiteVault. Veeva expects to engage its SiteVault customers, research site stakeholders, and other reference model
stakeholders to evolve the model toward becoming a standard that’s used at clinical research sites around the world. The eISF Reference Model will be available for
public use and extension through a Creative Commons license.
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Document Types Reference Spreadsheet
Click here to download and view a spreadsheet of the document types in SiteVault along with the following information for each type:
Who can create the document type
Required fields
Naming format
Whether you can add attachments
The lifecycle of the document type
eBinder location
Whether the document type can be sent for eSignature
Whether monitors can download the document type
Whether a document can be sent for training (Read and Understand workflow)
Whether you can send the document type to a sponsor or CRO on Connected Studies
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eBinder Quick Reference Card
Use the eBinder reference card below to quickly view where each document type is located in the eBinder and its sections in SiteVault.
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Template SOPs
Veeva’s Standard Operating Procedure Templates were developed in response to customer requests and are available to sites to download, modify with site-specific
information, and adopt into your existing standard operating procedure format.
The SOP templates cover core areas of GCP compliance when instituting an electronic Investigator Site File.
Source/Remote Monitoring
Use of eDOA
Use of an Electronic Investigator Site File
Use of Certified Copy
Use of eConsent
Use of Electronic Signature
User Account Management and Training
Additional Template SOPs are planned for the future as new features are released. Your feedback on SOPs is welcome. Contact us via email SiteVaulteISF@veeva.com.
These resources serve as reference tools only and were prepared based on the current opinions and advice from Veeva personnel with clinical research site experience.
Laws, rules, and regulations vary by country and jurisdiction, and Veeva cannot provide you legal advice regarding your legal or regulatory obligations.You should confirm
any changes to your practices, policies, and procedures with your own legal, privacy and compliance resources. The information contained within these documents,
outside of cited external references, has not been reviewed or approved by any regulatory agencies. If you choose to implement any of the practices, policies or
procedures referenced within this document, you do so at your own risk.
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Validation Documents
Veeva Vault has been validated by Veeva Systems in accordance with industry-standard validation guidelines and regulations (for example, 21CFR820.75,
21CFR211.68, 21CFR11, and EU Annex 11). This page provides background information and links to validation documentation.

On This Page
What is Computer System Validation (CSV)?
Why is validation necessary?
Installation Qualification (IQ)
Operational Qualification (OQ)
User Acceptance Testing/Performance Qualification (UAT/PQ)
Referenced Documents
UAT/PQ Documents

What is Computer System Validation (CSV)?
Proving through documentation that a computer system meets a defined set of requirements. Evidence of CSV should be clear and prove that a system can repeatedly
and consistently produce the same desired result. The system must be validated at three levels: Installation Qualification (IQ), Operational Qualification (OQ), and User
Acceptance Testing/Performance Qualification (UAT/PQ).

Why is validation necessary?
It’s a regulatory requirement. Having a strong validation reduces risk and liability and confirms the system is behaving as expected, prior to use. Downstream, failure to
validate systems and take corrective actions can result in increased observation from regulatory bodies, financial penalties, loss of jobs, and legal action.

Installation Qualification (IQ)
IQ verifies that the system was “installed” per the Veeva specifications and that the required controls are in place to support the system in a validated state.

Operational Qualification (OQ)
OQ verifies that the system operates in accordance with the functions described in the Veeva Business Requirements Definitions (BRDs). The linkage between the
requirements and associated test for the Veeva Vault application is proven in the Traceability Matrix.
IQ and OQ are considered complete for core functionality. Veeva has performed IQ and OQ in accordance with their Computer System Validation model.

User Acceptance Testing/Performance Qualification (UAT/PQ)
UAT/PQ verifies that SiteVault successfully satisfies all the configuration requirements as defined in the User Requirements Specification (URS). UAT/PQ Testing is
performed on behalf of the user community to confirm that user needs have been met. A UAT/PQ Test Plan documents the test procedures and areas to be tested.

Referenced Documents
Access to Installation Qualification (IQ) and Operational Qualification (OQ) documents is provided to all Veeva customers by emailing Support. Include the following
information in the email request:
Company Name
First and Last Name
Email Address
Based on the information provided, the Support Operations Manager grants the user access to log in to the Compliance Docs portal. The customer email address will
receive a welcome email once access is granted. The latest version of compliance documents can be downloaded from the portal.

UAT/PQ Documents
The table below identifies and defines the UAT/PQ documents. Click here to download the current SiteVault Free UAT/PQ validation package.

Document

Description

Validation Plan

The Validation Plan defines the objectives of the validation exercise and the activities, procedures, and responsibilities for accomplishing those objectives.

User Requirements

The URS defines the specific business requirements for the system.

Specification (URS)

Configuration

The CS is an “as-built” system generated report that defines the specific configuration of the system.

Specification (CS)

UAT/PQ Test Plan

The Test Plan is a detailed plan that documents all the test scripts that will be executed to verify the business requirements for the configuration of the system.

UAT/PQ Test Scripts

UAT/PQ Test Scripts provide detailed test procedures and instructions on how to execute the specific test functions defined in the UAT/PQ Test Plan.

Requirements

The RTM provides linkage between the system requirements captured in the URS and the associated UAT/PQ scripts or other documentation that was executed or

Traceability Matrix

produced to confirm those requirements.

(RTM)

Deviations

Any deviations that are observed and documented.

Validation Summary

The VSR summarizes all activities associated with the validation exercise, including results of testing defined in the UAT/PQ Test Plan. Test results for each

Report (VSR)

executed script, as well as any test incidents encountered during UAT/PQ testing, are summarized in the VSR.

Change Requests

All changes made to the SiteVault system configuration & settings and/or the system validation deliverables.
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Site Support Team
The Site Support team at Veeva offers unlimited chat, email, and phone support for SiteVault Free customers. The team can help you to answer questions such as:
I submitted a site signup request but haven’t heard anything in 48 hours. What should I do next?
What do I do when the only Site Administrator user for our site is no longer at the organization?
How do I locate a specific document using a filter or view?
How do I finalize a document?
Another user sent me a task, but I’m not seeing it. Why not?
See below for more information and how to contact the Site Support team.

How to Contact the Site Support Team
Supported Languages
Support Hours
Scope of SiteVault Free User Support
Support Response Times

How to Contact the Site Support Team
You can contact the Site Support team in the following ways:
Chat: During standard business hours, click Chat in the lower-right corner to chat with a member of the Site Support team. During non-business hours, you can click
Help to leave a message and we’ll get back to you.
Email: sitevaultsupport@veeva.com
Telephone:

Americas
Direct Line

+1-800-350-8722

US Toll-Free

+1-800-350-8722

Europe
Direct Line

+44-1-865-502-582

Netherlands Toll-Free

0-800-2658-989

Russia Toll-Free

8-800-301-4092

France Toll-Free

0-801-840-214

Germany Toll-Free

0-800-000-9586

Italy Toll-Free

800-961-582

Australia
Toll-Free

1-800-290-794

The links below provide the most up-to-date information on Veeva Systems’ service status. If you are experiencing an issue that is not listed, please contact the Site
Support team.
US
Non-US

Supported Languages
Telephone Supported Languages by Region
Asia

English, Chinese, Japanese

Europe

English, Spanish, German, Italian, Portuguese, French, Russian

North America

English, Spanish, Portuguese

Chat & Email
All Regions

All languages supported by Google Cloud Translation. See the Cloud Translation page on the Google Cloud website for supported languages.

Support Hours
SiteVault Free user support is available during standard business hours. Standard business hours do not include weekends or public holidays.

Standard Business Hours
Americas (incl. the United States)

8:30 AM – 7 PM EST

Europe

8:30AM – 5:30 PM GMT

Asia Pacific

7:00AM – 5:00 PM GMT+8

Scope of SiteVault Free User Support
SiteVault Free user support consists of:
First-line support includes but is not be limited to:
a direct response to users with respect to inquiries concerning the performance, functionality, or operation of the product(s),
a direct response to users with respect to problems or issues with the product(s),
a diagnosis of problems or issues of the product(s), and
a resolution of problems or issues with the product(s).
Product updates, fixes, security alerts, and critical patch updates
General releases, limited releases (where applicable), maintenance releases, and documentation updates
Access to SiteVault Support for assistance through chat, email, and phone
The following items are considered out of scope for standard SiteVault Free user support:
Training/how-to sessions
Modification of customer data
Setting up reports

Support Response Times
The Site Support team will use reasonable endeavors to respond to the requesting user in the timeframe defined on the following table:

Priority

Definition

First Response

Normal

Routine service requests include how-to questions, product functionality, and other technical or performance issues

24 hours

Chat

